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Introduction by The Speaker
I am delighted to have the opportunity to contribute this introduction to the Commission’s 
twenty-eighth annual report. It is the sixth such report covering my time as Chairman of the 
Commission, and the first to cover the work of the Commission in the �005 Parliament. The 
report illustrates clearly the range of specialised services required in a modern Parliament, 
and the sort of challenges which face the House of Commons Service. The focus for these 
services is the House as a whole, its committees and other bodies, and of course 646 
individual Members, each with their own view of what they need to do their job. The intake 
of 1�� new Members in May �005 presented a fresh challenge, with new and varying 
expectations of the nature and level of services they require.

The Commission has presided over modest recent growth in expenditure on House 
administration, attributable principally to the demands of security and the funding of 
improvements in information and communications technology. We are also faced by growing 
demands for expenditure on maintenance of the historic estate; a �5-year strategy is being 
developed to ensure that we can continue to maintain in good order for future generations 
the world-famous building which we have inherited as the seat of our legislature. The 
Commission is also required to find the funds to meet the House’s ambition for more effective 
communication to our citizens of what it is that we are doing in the House of Commons. 
Additional expenditure on these areas is to a degree offset by savings in other areas, some 
attributable to new technology.

For the first time, this annual report contains a substantial chapter on the environmental 
impact of the House. There is growing interest in this subject inside and outside the House 
and the Commission is fully conscious of its responsibilities. We are corporately committed 
to reducing energy consumption and increasing recycling, and I pay tribute to many of those 
who work on the Estate in all capacities who show their personal commitment by using the 
paper, glass and plastic recycling bins; by turning off lights in offices; and even by using 
staircases rather than lifts. The Commission is now committed to carbon offset payments in 
respect of air travel undertaken on parliamentary business. 

The Commission’s new Five Year Outline Strategy adopted in July �005 identified six priority 
areas for the planning period. One on which I put particular weight is the “availability of 
an appropriately skilled and motivated workforce”. The staff of the House of Commons 
Service give consistently good and dedicated service, often under trying conditions and at 
unsocial hours. The House needs to recognise the loyal service of staff at all levels and in all 
departments, and also those who serve the House as contractors, including the members of 
the Metropolitan Police Service. I am again delighted to record the progress of the Speaker’s 
Young Apprenticeship Scheme, and the productive partnership with Toucan - a local 
organisation supporting adults with learning difficulties to get into the workplace. The House 
of Commons Service is about to be reassessed for accreditation as an Investor in People. 
Whatever the outcome, I know that all concerned are committed in particular to continuing 
enhancement of management skills, and to seeking to benefit from diversity in our workforce.

In the past two years, much effort has been devoted to improving the way in which the 
House connects with the public outside. Plans for a radical upgrade of the website, and the 
money needed to fulfil these plans, have been agreed and work is already under way. The 
Commission recently agreed to a New Voters Guide intended to reach every new voter on 
or around their eighteenth birthday. The outreach work of the Parliamentary Education Unit 
is coming to fruition. Hundreds of thousands of visitors come here every year for a variety 
of reasons; we seek to make them all welcome and their visit worthwhile. The House will 
soon be invited to decide on the prospects for an ambitious Visitors Centre. The new Visitor 
Reception Building is scheduled to be open in October �006, and its new team of Visitor 
Assistants is already in place to help visitors. I would also like to pay a particular tribute to 
the success of the Gunpowder Plot exhibition held in Westminster Hall between July and 
November �005, which was imaginatively linked to an online learning resource for  
schoolchildren.
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This year has seen the start of a ground-breaking new joint service department providing 
information and communications technology to Members and staff of both Houses, PICT. It 
has already begun to make its mark. The Commission looks forward to the early introduction 
of the legislation necessary to put the new joint service on a proper footing. The provision 
of robust and reliable ICT services to Members and their staff in constituencies continues to 
present a particular management and technical challenge for the year ahead.

Maintenance and repair of the Parliamentary Estate, some of which we share with the 
House of Lords, is one of the Commission’s most pressing responsibilities. In addition to 
new projects, such as the Visitor Reception Building now under construction on Cromwell 
Green, and the permanent security screen erected in the Chamber over the summer of �005, 
a start is being made on a wide programme of infrastructure repair and maintenance in the 
Palace of Westminster. For example the Great Clock has been operating for close on 150 
years; it requires devoted care and attention from expert staff, and occasional time out for 
maintenance and repairs. We are also responsible for a precious and growing Parliamentary 
art collection: this year notably extended by the purchase of a fine portrait of the late Robin 
Cook, completed shortly before his untimely death.

The annexes at the back of this report illustrate the ever-quickening pace of activity in the 
House. For example, the first year of this new Parliament saw an unprecedented increase 
in the number of questions tabled for written answer. Over the past few years, typesetting 
and pagination of all the House’s papers has been brought in-house, bringing substantial 
savings, but also placing great demands on House staff. The Hansard of proceedings in the 
House and in Westminster Hall can now be accessed on the Internet within hours of the 
actual proceedings. Live webcasting of proceedings gives instant access to the House and its 
committees. And the Parliamentary network on which so much of this activity now depends 
has to be available without fail at the very least during working hours.

It would be too much to expect that all these services are provided at all times to the highest 
standard, and that there should be no disappointments or complaints. But the last survey of 
services in �003 revealed a generally satisfied clientele among Members and their staff, as 
well as some areas requiring improvement. Work has begun on preparing for a further survey 
in �007. The newly formed Administration Committee is playing a useful and challenging 
role, representing the views and interests of Members and examining issues such as post-
election services, catering services, and accommodation. The Administration Estimate Audit 
Committee, whose annual report is appended to this report, has helped focus the House 
administration on value for money and effectiveness of its services. Overall the Commission 
has good assurance that the range of services for which it is ultimately responsible are 
managed with economy and efficiency.

This report functions as the principal means of reporting to all those at Westminster 
and beyond on what has been and is being achieved, and as the principle vehicle of the 
Commission’s accountability. In December �004 the first debate on a Commission Annual 
Report was held in Westminster Hall: the second was held in November �005, and an 
annual pattern is now firmly established. That provides an opportunity for the Commission to 
be held accountable to the House for its performance. The Commission’s spokesman, Nick 
Harvey MP, to whom I offer my heartfelt thanks for all his work, also answers oral questions 
in the House on a monthly rota, and in the last financial year answered almost �00 written 
Parliamentary Questions. It is only right that the Commission responsible for servicing 
the body which holds the Government to account should itself be accountable, and I am 
confident that this report meets that requirement. 

 

 

Michael J. Martin MP
Chairman of the House of Commons Commission
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How the House of Commons is governed
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The House of Commons (Administration) Act 1978
1. The framework for the governance of the House of Commons was established by the 
House of Commons (Administration) Act 1978 which set up the House of Commons 
Commission. The Commission employs the staff of the House, ensures that their terms and 
conditions remain broadly in line with those of civil servants, appoints an accounting officer, 
lays the Administration Estimate (budget) for House of Commons services and determines 
the structure and functions of the departments of the House.1 It is also required by the Act to 
publish this annual report. Members of the Commission are also members of the Members 
Estimate Committee, which is responsible for oversight of expenditure met from the Members 
Estimate, which includes Members’ salaries and allowances, and for which a separate report 
and accounts are published.

Commission membership and secretariat
�. At the start of the financial year �005/06� the membership was as follows:
 The Speaker (The Rt Hon Michael J Martin MP, by virtue of his office) (Chairman) 
 The Leader of the House, The Rt Hon Peter Hain MP (by virtue of his office)
 Oliver Heald MP (Shadow Leader of the House of Commons, nominated by the   
 Leader of the Opposition) 
 Sir Stuart Bell MP (also Chairman of the Finance and Services Committee)
 Sir Archy Kirkwood MP 
 Sir Patrick Cormack FSA MP

The House of Commons Commission (From left: Roger Sands, Clerk of the House; Sir Stuart Bell MP; Nick Harvey 
MP; Rt Hon Theresa May MP; Rt Hon David Maclean MP; Rt Hon Jack Straw MP; Rt Hon Michael J Martin MP, The 
Speaker (Chairman)).

1 The governance structure of the House administration is shown on page 18; the internal organisation of each department is shown in  
annex 3
� Dates in the format �005/06 refer to the financial year, those in format �005-06 refer to the parliamentary session
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3. In May �005 the Rt Hon Geoffrey Hoon MP replaced Rt Hon Peter Hain MP as Leader of 
the House, and Chris Grayling MP was nominated by the Leader of the Opposition in place 
of Oliver Heald MP. In June �005 Nick Harvey MP was appointed by the House in place of 
Lord Kirkwood of Kirkhope. In November �005 Rt Hon David Maclean was appointed by 
the House in place of Sir Patrick Cormack FSA MP. In December �005 Rt Hon Theresa May 
MP was nominated by the Leader of the Opposition in place of Chris Grayling MP. In May 
�006 Rt Hon Jack Straw MP replaced Rt Hon Geoffrey Hoon MP as Leader of the House. 
The Commission is grateful to all past Commissioners, and in particular to Lord Kirkwood of 
Kirkhope who acted as its spokesman for the eight years of his term of office.

4. The Commission is attended by the Clerk of the House, Roger Sands, who is Accounting 
Officer and also Chief Executive of the House of Commons Service. David Natzler is the 
Secretary to the Commission and Geoffrey Farrar the Assistant Secretary. 

Questions to the Commission
5. The Commission’s spokesman, Nick Harvey MP, answers oral questions once a month 
in the House. There were 14 such Questions answered orally in the period, and a further 
145 Questions to which written answers were given. He also gave a written reply to a report 
produced in October �005 by Norman Baker MP, entitled “How Green is Your Parliament?”; 
the text of this reply is on the Commission’s website. 

6. On 3 November �005 there was a debate in Government time in Westminster Hall on 
the �004/05 Annual Report.3 This followed a similar pattern to the first such debate, in 
December �004. It is intended that this Report should be similarly debated. 

Nick Harvey MP, Commission spokesman, replies to the debate on the �004/05 Annual Report.

3 HC Deb, 3 November  �005, cc 335-378WH
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Activities of the Commission
7. The Commission met on nine occasions during the financial year �005/06. It considered 
a range of matters within its statutory responsibilities. Minutes of meetings are posted on the 
Parliament website. 

8. In July �005 it adopted a new Five Year Outline Strategy, described in greater detail in 
paragraphs 3�-44 below, and the associated three-year financial plan, which envisages 
broadly level funding subject to exceptional increases to cover rising security costs and 
estate maintenance and repair. In December �005 it agreed to the �006/07 Administration 
Estimate, and in January �006 to a Supplementary Estimate, necessary for technical 
accounting purposes. The Commission has tasked the Finance and Services Committee with 
exercising particular oversight of security-related expenditure and of expenditure on works 
and the estate. The Commission has also been concerned at the rising costs of expenditure 
on Members’ free postage entitlement, which is borne on the Administration Estimate. In 
November �005 it invited the Administration Committee to come up with proposals. 

9. In January and February �006 the Commission discussed the remit for forthcoming pay 
negotiations with the staff unions, as the existing 3-year pay settlement reached in �003 
runs out in April �006. The Commission has also been conscious of the dispute between the 
principal cleaning contractor employed in the House and its employees, which was settled 
in February �006 on the basis of the existing contract, as the Commission had throughout 
insisted.

10. The Commission has noted the desire expressed by a number of Members in the debate 
on its last Annual Report for a further review of the House’s administration and governance, 
as recommended in the 1999 Braithwaite report. It is committed to a review being 
undertaken in the course of the current Parliament, and will be reaching decisions early in 
�006/07. 

Mr Speaker presents a certicficate to a young apprentice on completion of her apprenticeship.                            
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4HC 777, �005-06
5HC 10�7, �005-06
6HC 733, �005-06
7HC 1146, �005-06

11. Progress on various outreach activities has been reported to the Commission. In July 
�005 the Commission authorised detailed preparation work on a New Voters Guide as 
authorised by the House in its January �005 Resolution. It gave preliminary approval to the 
Guide in March �006 and final approval in April �006. 

1�. Among other issues considered have been contingency and business continuity plans, 
support for the History of Parliament Trust and the Association of Former Members of 
Parliament, the level of the select committee overseas travel budget, the refurbishment of 
Press Gallery accommodation and the celebration of the tercentenary of the 1707 Act of 
Union.

Finance and Services Committee
13. The Finance and Services Committee has responsibility for detailed scrutiny of the draft 
budgets for House of Commons administration and advises the Commission on the financial 
and administrative implications of recommendations from domestic committees. It is chaired 
by a Commissioner and has ten other Members, including the Chairman and a senior 
Opposition member of the Administration Committee. In common with all select committees, 
it publishes its formal minutes on the Parliament website. The Committee met six times in 
financial year �005/06. In December �005 it met with the Board of Management to consider 
the Corporate Business Plan. Among other matters, it has also considered the refurbishment 
programme for Press Gallery accommodation, plans for the radical upgrade of the website, 
the level of prices to be charged by the Refreshment Department and to Summer Opening 
visitors, and the details of security-related and works expenditure.

Administration Committee
14. In July �005, the five domestic committees (Accommodation and Works, Administration, 
Broadcasting, Catering and Information) were replaced by a single domestic committee, the 
Administration Committee. The Committee is charged with advising the Commission and Mr 
Speaker on services provided for and by the House, and to serve as a channel for the views 
of Members on services provided by the House administration. The Committee publishes its 
minutes and other material on the Parliament website. It has made two formal reports to 
the House. In January �006 it reported on Post-election services.4 The Commission replied 
in March �006.5 In February �006 it reported on Refreshment Department Services.6 The 
Commission responded early in �006/07.7 

Board of Management
15. While the House of Commons Commission is the supervisory body of the House 
administration, with responsibility for setting the strategy and taking major decisions, it is 
advised and assisted by the Board of Management, which is comprised of the heads of the 
six House departments, together with the Clerk of Committees. The duties of the Board are 
set out by the Commission in an instrument of delegation.

16. The following were members of the Board of Management at the beginning of the financial 
year: 
 Roger Sands, Clerk of the House, Chief Executive, Chairman of the Board of   
 Management
 George Cubie CB, Clerk of Committees
 Bill Garland, Editor of the Official Report
 Peter Grant Peterkin CB OBE, Serjeant at Arms
 Sue Harrison, Director of Catering Services
 John Pullinger, Librarian
 Andrew Walker, Director of Finance and Administration
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17. In May �005, following the retirement of Bill Garland, Lorraine Sutherland joined 
the Board of Management as Editor of the Official Report. In October �005, following the 
retirement of George Cubie, Helen Irwin also joined the Board of Management as Clerk of 
Committees.

18. With the creation of the Parliamentary ICT Service on 1 January �006 its Director, Joan 
Miller, became a member of the Board of Management, and the Commission amended its 
instrument of delegation to the Board to reflect this.

House of Commons staff
19. The Board exercises the functions of employer of House staff on behalf of the 
Commission8 and is responsible for ensuring that conditions of service conform to the 
requirements of the House of Commons (Administration) Act 1978. Negotiations on pay and 
conditions of service, and consultations on personnel issues, were conducted during the year 
through the recognised unions, the Whitley Committee and its sub-committees. 

�0. During �005/06 the average number of staff employed in the House service was 1,563 
full-time equivalents. Further details of how this figure was made up, by department, may 
be found on page 61. The number of individuals on the payroll is typically some �00 higher, 
which illustrates the extent to which the House employs part-time staff in many posts as a 
way of supporting its commitment to diversity, fairness and best practice.

House of Commons Expenditure
�1. The House of Commons Commission is responsible for the House of Commons 
Administration Estimate (but not for Members’ salaries and allowances, which are paid from 
the House of Commons: Members Estimate, nor for Members’ pensions).9

The Board of Management (Back row, fom left: Andrew Walker, Peter Grant Peterkin CB OBE; Sue Harrison; John 
Pullinger; Lorraine Sutherland. Front row, from left: Helen Irwin; Roger Sands; Joan Miller)

8 With the exception of a small number of specified posts and subject to the procedures agreed by both sides of the Whitley Committee 
9 The relative sizes of the Administration and Members Estimates for �005/06 are shown in annex � 
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��. The resource accounts covering the year ending 31 March �005 were prepared in 
accordance with the Government Resources and Accounts Act �000 and received a clean 
audit opinion from the National Audit Office. They were published in October �005.10 In line 
with Government departments, and with the approval of the Administration Estimate Audit 
Committee, the House Service has agreed with the National Audit Office that the date on 
which the �005/06 annual accounts are published should be brought forward to before the 
summer recess (see annex �). 

�3. The Estimate for �006/07 was presented to the House by the Speaker on � May 
�006.11

Administration Estimate Audit Committee
�4. The Commission appoints the members of the Administration Estimate Audit Committee 
and approves its terms of reference. The Committee’s annual report appears on pages 109 to 
111.

House of Lords
�5. In many areas of activity the House of Commons administration works very closely with 
that of the House of Lords. At the start of �005/06 three of the four directorates managed 
by the Serjeant at Arms (Estates, Works Services and Communications) provided services to 
both Houses. In January �006 the Parliamentary Communications Directorate became part 
of the new cross-House Parliamentary ICT Service, about which more information can be 
found at paragraphs �7-31. 

�6. There are a number of smaller units which are based in one House or the other, but 
provide services to both by agreement: the House of Lords Record Office (The Parliamentary 
Archives), the Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology, the Parliamentary Education 
Unit, the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Service and the Central Tours Office. 
There is also long-standing formal and informal collaboration between the Serjeant and Black 
Rod over ceremonial (especially in respect of Westminster Hall), security and contingency 
planning.

Parliamentary ICT Services and IS/IT Governance
�7. Last year’s report recorded substantial progress in implementing the key 
recommendations of the review of the governance and management of parliamentary 
information technology and information systems which had been received by the Clerks 
of both Houses in March �004. These had been approved in principle by the House of 
Commons Commission and the House of Lords House Committee in June �004, and, in 
September �004, the management boards of both Houses set up a joint Change Board to 
oversee implementation.

�8. As reported last year, an early finding of the Change Board, following detailed 
investigation of the legal issues, was that full implementation of a joint department would 
require legislation. The Change Board recommended, and the Commission and House 
Committee agreed (in January �005), that, pending legislation, the joint service should 
proceed on an interim basis as a Commons department. The Leaders of both Houses gave 
their consent to exploratory work on a Bill and to the initiation of drafting, but without 
commitment to a specific timescale. This remained the position at the close of the financial 
year �005/06. 

10 HC 54�, �005-06
11 HC 1037, �005-06
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�9. The new service was therefore designed and created with a fully joint House function and 
ethos, but staff already employed by one or other House and transferring into the new joint 
department retained their existing employer and employment rights. The service is formally 
a House of Commons employment entity, meaning that the majority of staff, including the 
Director and other new appointments, are therefore House of Commons employees, and 
House of Lords employees are on loan until the necessary legislation is enacted. The new 
service is funded on a similar basis to other existing shared services, with an agreed ratio for 
core expenditure and ring-fenced budgets for projects or services specific to one House or the 
other.

30. Joan Miller was appointed by the Clerks of both Houses to the new joint House role 
of Director of Parliamentary Information and Communications Technology, taking up the 
position in September �005. Recruitment proceeded to the other management roles in 
the new organisation and the decision was taken that the new joint department should 
formally come into existence on 1 January �006. Commonly known as PICT (“Parliamentary 
Information and Communications Technology”), it is the first service to be constituted on 
a fully joint basis. Its formal mission is “to deliver a single joined up highly effective and 
strategically managed ICT service for Parliament”. The Director participates in the work of the 
management boards of both Houses and attends Committees of both Houses as required.

31. A new Joint Business Systems Board (JBSB) has been established, consisting of senior 
officials from both Houses and an external non-executive member. The JBSB first met in 
January �006 when it approved PICT’s first business plan and risk management strategy. 
With these new structures in place, the reorganisation of infrastructure, systems and services 
continues and is expected to yield substantial benefits for both Houses in coming years. Early 
plans and priorities are discussed in paragraphs �66-�70 below.
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Introduction
3�. The outline strategic plan for the House of Commons Administration, adopted by the 
Commission in �001, and reported in previous annual reports, covered the five years to 
�005/06. A review of this strategy by the Board of Management concluded that it had 
provided a valuable framework within which the Board had been able to operate and plan, 
and the Board therefore recommended to the Commission that a similar framework should be 
retained for the next five-year period.

33. In July �005 the Commission adopted a new strategic plan covering the years �006/07 
to �010/11. This plan is reproduced on page 17. The strategic plan classifies the aims of 
the House Administration into three primary objectives (supporting the House, supporting 
Members and informing the public) and six supporting tasks. The content of this year’s 
annual report is organised to reflect this new structure. The strategy identifies six priority 
areas for the planning period: accommodation & works, human resources, information for the 
public, information management & ICT, planning & management and security. The strategy 
also noted that, subject to decisions of the House, the Board of Management aimed to 
manage core services at a level of expenditure no higher than the ceiling previously agreed 
for �006/07, adjusted for inflation. 

34. Following consultations with a range of management groups and the Trade Union Side, 
the �006 Corporate Business Plan was issued by the Board of Management in December 
�005. This included detailed statements of the Board’s aims for each of the six priority 
areas identified in the strategic plan, and how it is intended to meet these. A selection of 
the specific activities and targets planned for �006/07 is recorded in this annual report and 
outcomes will be reported next year. (The full Corporate Plan is available on the Parliament 
website at: http://www.parliament.uk/documents/upload/CommissionCorplan.pdf.)

35. The Corporate Business Plan provided the context for the development of business plans 
for the seven House departments, which were finalised in March �006.

Priorities for the planning period
36. Over the planning period there will be an on-going requirement to develop services 
and up-date working practices. This will result from the changing demands of the House, 
external factors such as new legislation, and the continuing need to ensure that resources 
are managed in an effective and efficient manner. In this context, plans will have to adapt to 
changing circumstances. However, against this background, the anticipated priority areas for 
the period �006-�011 are as follows: 

Security
37. A priority for the current planning period will be to ensure that security arrangements 
are appropriate to the assessed level of threat and that contingency and business continuity 
plans are developed and maintained so as to reduce the impact of any disruption caused by a 
terrorist attack or other unplanned incident.

Public information
38. Members as elected representatives have primary responsibility for maintaining links 
between Parliament and the public, but there are areas where an impartial House Service 
can and should support this by making the work and role of Parliament better understood. 
Development, and better co-ordination, of public information, visitor and education services 
will be a priority area for the planning period: major projects in the early years will include a 
radical redesign of the Parliament website and, if approved by the House, a visitor centre.
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A steel barrier has been placed alongside Parliament as part of the strengthening of security arrangements.

Information Management and ICT
39. In the previous planning period the House made substantial investments in new 
information systems including the House Administrative Information System (HAIS) and 
Parliamentary Information Management Services (PIMS). In addition, the creation of the 
Parliamentary ICT function will promote unified approaches that are designed to pay 
dividends. A priority for the current planning period will be to exploit those investments to 
introduce improved services and more effective ways of working. This will be done in the 
context of a more coherent approach to information management.

Human Resources
40. The provision of the high quality services required by the House and its Members 
depends to a large degree on the availability of an appropriately skilled and motivated 
workforce. Priorities for the current planning period will be: improved mechanisms for career 
development within a competences framework; ensuring that the House Service benefits from 
diversity in its workforce; and the enhancement of management skills at all levels.

Accommodation and works
41. Space on the Parliamentary estate is at a premium. During the planning period it will be 
necessary to take a strategic look at how space is used to ensure a good alignment with the 
delivery of primary objectives. It will also be necessary to develop a long-term investment 
strategy that will provide accommodation that is fit for purpose and is maintained to an 
appropriate standard.

Planning and management
4�. A priority for the planning period will be to further develop systems of management and 
internal control in line with best practice, so that the House is able to comply consistently 
with legal and financial requirements and demonstrate that resources are being managed in 
an efficient and cost-effective way. 

43. More detailed strategies have been developed in each of these six priority areas to 
provide a basis for planning over the period to �011. They set out what the Board aims to 
achieve by the end of the period, milestones towards delivery and an assessment of risk (i.e. 
things that might prevent delivery). During the planning period progress will be quantified 
and reported against these objectives.
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Resources
44. Subject to decisions of the House, the Board of Management aims to manage core 
services at a level of expenditure no higher than the ceiling previously agreed for �006/07, 
adjusted for inflation. The Board will continue to review existing services to identify efficiency 
savings that can be re-cycled to finance planned investment. However, additional resources 
could well be required to meet future security requirements and a number of high-value 
works projects that are fundamental to the maintenance of the fabric of the Palace of 
Westminster.
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Outline Strategic Plan for the House of Commons Administration 2006-
2011
(As adopted by the House of Commons Commission on 18 July �005)

Purpose
The House of Commons Service supports, informs and records the work of the House 
of Commons as an elected parliamentary chamber in accordance with the decisions of 
the House and the House of Commons Commission. It makes its work and information 
about that work widely accessible to the general public and contributes to parliamentary 
democracy by sharing its knowledge with parliaments and assemblies worldwide. It also 
maintains the heritage of parliamentary buildings and documents in trust for the public and 
future generations. 

Values
The House of Commons Service seeks to serve the House of Commons, its Committees and 
Members, and the public, with honesty, probity and political impartiality; strives to achieve 
high ethical standards, value for money and professional excellence in all that it does; and 
seeks to be responsive to changing requirements. As an employer, the House of Commons 
Commission is committed to maximising the personal development of House staff, to valuing 
diversity and the contribution of all individuals, and to equality of opportunity. 

Primary objectives
The House Service’s primary objectives (in order of priority) are:

•	 To provide the advice and services that enable the House and its committees to 
conduct their business effectively.

•	 To provide the advice and services that enable individual Members (and their staff) 
to perform their parliamentary duties effectively.

•	 To promote public knowledge and understanding of the work and role of Parliament 
through the provision of information and access.

Supporting tasks
In support of the primary objectives the House Service also seeks:

•	 To provide a skilled and motivated workforce; giving recognition and reward for 
achievement and ensuring that all staff realise their full potential regardless of level 
or background; and promoting diversity.

•	 To provide a healthy, safe and secure physical environment in which the business 
of the House can be effectively conducted; this includes accommodation, office 
services, catering and security.

•	 To plan and manage all of the House’s resources to a high standard, achieving 
value for money and matching current public service standards including in the 
areas of risk and change management and environmental protection.

•	 To maintain the heritage and integrity of the Palace of Westminster and other 
buildings, objects and documents for the benefit of future generations.

•	 To ensure that information is well-managed in pursuit of the primary objectives, in 
part by exploiting technology effectively.

•	 To maintain a good working relationship with the House of Lords, particularly in 
the provision of shared services; and to share information and best practice with 
other parliaments and assemblies, and to co-operate with other organisations that 
can assist the House Service in its work.
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The governance structure of the
House of Commons administration
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Introduction
45. The Commission and the Board of Management recognise the importance of good 
environmental practice and are committed to the House meeting or exceeding environmental 
targets set for the public sector. Benchmarking the environmental performance of the 
Parliamentary Estate with other buildings presents several challenges. The Palace of 
Westminster, for example, has no wall or roof insulation and it would be extremely difficult 
to install insulation without damaging the fabric of the building. Heating on the Estate, when 
it is required, has to operate from early morning to midnight. The Estate has many kitchens 
and cafeterias which open for long hours. Both Houses can sit until late in the evening, and 
Members, peers and staff often work irregular hours meaning that lighting is required late 
at night. Occupants of the Estate also sometimes work at the weekends, and much routine 
maintenance work is carried out at this time. All these factors make the Parliamentary Estate 
different to many other buildings. Nevertheless, the energy and waste performance of the 
Estate are constantly monitored, targets have been set and key performance indicators are 
considered quarterly by the Board of Management.

The number of cycle racks has been increased to promote cycling to work. 

Policies
46. A new Energy and Water Saving Policy and a new Waste Management Policy were 
approved during autumn �005. The two policies included targets from the Framework 
for Sustainable Development on the Government Estate produced by DEFRA. The Energy 
and Water Saving Policy in particular has ambitious targets to achieve, for example a 15% 
reduction in energy consumption per square metre of buildings floor area by �010/11, 
relative to 1999/�000. The Waste Management Policy has a target of 34% of the total waste 
to be recycled in �005/06 and this should increase by five percentage points each year. 
These policies will be reviewed in �007 and the targets reassessed.
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Environment Champions
47. There are two staff groups that meet regularly to discuss environmental matters; the 
Energy Savers Group and the Waste Management Steering Group. It was agreed in early 
�006 that the groups should have common membership. A proposal from Global Action 
Plan, an environmental charity, to manage an “Environment Champions programme” on the 
Parliamentary Estate over three years has been commissioned. The environment champions 
for the programme will consist of the members of both groups as well as technical, 
housekeeping and catering staff. The programme has a proven record of successfully 
motivating employees to reduce waste and use of resources. The Refreshment Department, 
in liaison with the Energy Savers Group and the Carbon Trust, initiated “Energy Efficiency in 
Catering” training in �005/06 for managers, stewards, supervisors and chefs. Further training 
sessions were also arranged for sous chefs so that they could cascade their knowledge to 
their teams.

Raising Awareness
48. Raising building users’ awareness of environmental matters was a high priority in 
�005/06. A series of presentations on the environment by guest speakers started during the 
year. The first speaker was Professor David Bellamy, the second Dave Hampton from The 
Carbon Coach and the third speaker will be Dick Strawbridge, the inventor and television 
presenter. Articles on energy conservation have also appeared in the staff magazine, inHouse, 
and it is intended to publish articles on environmental matters regularly in future.
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Resources
49. An annual energy conservation budget of £�5,000 is available to spend on energy 
efficiency projects. Orders have been raised recently for monitoring and targeting software, 
a portable energy data logger and low energy lamps. Energy conservation projects should 
produce simple payback in a period of seven years or less, and projects with shorter expected 
payback periods have been given high priority. For instance, the data logger that has been 
purchased will be used to monitor energy consumption before and after the completion of 
energy efficiency projects to verify the actual reduction in energy consumption. The majority 
of energy conservation work is carried out through major refurbishment and maintenance 
projects financed from the central estate budget such as the current Services Renewal 
Programme which will see the wholesale replacement of primary mechanical and electrical 
services across the Palace. There are also stand alone projects such as low energy light 
schemes, lighting controls, draught proofing, refrigerator motor controls, kitchen ventilation 
controls and high efficiency replacement ventilation units.

Waste
50. The proportion of waste recycled during �005/06 was 36.5%, exceeding the target of 
34% set in the Waste Management Policy. The target for �006/07 will be to recycle 39%, a 
five percentage point increase. The waste materials which are currently recycled are paper, 
cardboard, glass, metal, cooking oil, fluorescent and sodium lamps, light fittings, television 
monitors, refrigerators and printer and photocopier toner cartridges.

51. Some waste is sold for reuse. Sold waste includes surplus equipment, furnishings, 
architectural salvage and computers, although computers must be security cleared before 
sale. All waste that is not recycled or reused is sent for incineration to generate electricity, 
therefore there is 100% recovery, meaning that no parliamentary waste is sent to landfill.
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5�. Collection bins for drinks cans and glass and plastic drinks bottles to be recycled were 
installed in February �006 as a pilot scheme near the cafeteria areas in Portcullis House and 
the Palace of Westminster. Early indications are that this scheme has been well received. In 
�006/07 similar collection bins will be installed in other refreshment areas on the Estate, 
and it is proposed that they will also be located in larger photocopying rooms and lift lobbies 
and at exits from the Estate.

53. The Refreshment Department will soon be using disposable cups made from recycled 
materials in all refreshment areas, and are currently working with their suppliers to identify 
what percentage of packaging and delivery containers is or can be made from biodegradable 
or recycled materials. Facilities to recycle paper have been provided in the Palace of 
Westminster Committee Rooms and in all offices, but more needs to be done as much paper 
is still not recycled. 

54. In �006/07 a key priority will be to build on this work by raising staff awareness of how 
to dispose of waste, including drinks cans, bottles and paper.

Energy
55. The target energy consumption per square metre for the Parliamentary Estate by 
�010/11 is 310kWh, that is, 15% less than the actual consumption during the base year of 
1999/�000 after adjustments. The energy consumption during �005/06 after adjustments 
was 359kWh, giving a reduction of only about �% from the base year.

56. Maintaining the same level of energy consumption whilst installing more computer 
equipment and air conditioning, as has happened in recent years, is an achievement in 
itself but more needs to be done to meet this target. The improvement in energy efficiency 
on the Parliamentary Estate in recent years has been achieved by the installation of modern 
high-efficiency heating boilers in the Palace of Westminster and the implementation of many 
smaller projects such as the installation of low-energy lamps and better electrical motor 
controls.
 
57. Another target in the Energy and Water Saving Policy is a 1�.5% reduction in annual 
absolute carbon emissions from fuel and electricity used in buildings by �010/11, relative 
to the base year of 1999/�000. This target is set in terms of carbon savings, irrespective of 
Estate growth, whereas the energy efficiency target is in terms of energy consumption per 
square metre of floor area. To achieve this target the House Service will need to improve 
energy efficiency and consider sourcing electricity from renewable sources. This is against the 
backdrop that the increase in the size of the Parliamentary Estate in the past five years has 
raised carbon emissions. The carbon emissions during �005/06 were 4,668 tonnes, �8% 
greater than those in 1999/�000.

Future Energy Projects
58. Future projects being considered for the Parliamentary Estate include better controls 
for heating, hot water, ventilation, air conditioning, refrigeration, fan and pump motors 
and lighting as well as high-efficiency plant such as boilers, hot water generators, kitchen 
equipment, lighting, etc.

59. One of the most effective ways of improving energy efficiency on the Parliamentary Estate 
is for all future building projects to have energy performance benchmarks in the project brief. 
Consultants approved by the Carbon Trust, specialising in lighting, heating and ventilation 
and building energy management system controls, are being employed to prepare a generic 
energy efficiency specification which will be issued to all project design consultants.
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60. The Energy and Water Saving Policy has a target of sourcing at least 10% of electricity 
from renewable sources and this has already been achieved by arrangement with 
Parliament’s electricity supplier. A feasibility study has been completed on the possibility of 
generating electricity from photovoltaic cells on the roof of the Palace of Westminster and the 
commissioning of a more detailed study is being considered.

Water
61. Targets for water consumption are usually expressed in terms of annual water consumed 
per person, but the varying number of people on the Estate due to the nature of Parliament 
makes it impossible to adopt such a target. Instead, a water consumption target based on 
annual water consumption per square metre of building floor area has been included in the 
Energy and Water Saving Policy. The target is a reduction of 1�% in the annual total mains 
water consumption per square metre by �010/11, relative to the base year of 1999/�000.

6�. Much work has already been done to reduce water consumption by installing low-volume 
and dual-flush WC cisterns, urinal controls in men’s toilets and sensor taps in kitchens. The 
local water supplier offered to supply and install bags in WC cisterns to reduce the flush 
volume. However, when their staff visited recently to complete the work, only �� cisterns 
were suitable for the bag installation as nearly all the cisterns inspected already provide a 
low-volume flush. The local water supplier has offered to fit data loggers to the Palace of 
Westminster water meters for a few weeks to monitor consumption and also to survey all the 
Parliamentary Estate buildings and this work is expected to be completed early in �006/07. 

63. Portcullis House was designed to use less water than traditional buildings because water 
drawn from a borehole in the ground is used for WC flushing. It may be possible to collect 
rainwater from the roofs of the other Estate buildings to flush WCs; the commissioning of a 
study on this is being considered.
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Introduction
64. The principal functions of the House of Commons are to examine proposed legislation, 
to scrutinise government policy and administration, and to debate the major issues of the 
day. The key objective of the House Service must be to provide the high quality advice and 
services that enable the House and its committees to carry out these functions effectively. 
This includes procedural advice and administrative support for the Chamber and committees, 
the reporting of proceedings and the provision of procedural documentation and briefing 
materials.

65. These services must be provided to high and exacting standards, and be planned in a 
way that enables them to be responsive to the changing requirements of the House. Key 
indicators of success are: the level of satisfaction of the House, as expressed in particular 
by the Speaker and his deputies, the Commission, Select Committee chairmen and the 
Chairmen’s Panel; and the accuracy, timeliness and fitness for purpose of key products such 
as the Vote Bundle, Hansard, committee reports and Library briefings.

Offices
66. The Clerk’s Department, the Library and the Department of the Official Report are 
mainly engaged with supporting the business of the House and its committees. The Clerk’s 
Department principally comprises offices which each focus on different aspects of the work of 
the House. These include the: 

Journal Office, which produces the daily and permanent record of the proceedings of   
 the House, receives papers and public petitions, and advises on parliamentary privilege   
 and procedural developments; 

Table Office, which receives and edits questions and Early Day Motions, and advises   
 Members on their content, prepares the daily Order Paper and advises the Clerks at the   
 Table during sittings; 

Legislation Service, which supports the work of the House and its committees in   
 considering public and private bills, statutory instruments, EU documents, and regulatory  
 reform proposals; 

Committee Office, which provides the secretariat of each select committee; 
Overseas Office, which provides the secretariat of the delegations of the    

 House to international assemblies and also provides expert advice and support to other   
 Parliaments and assemblies and their staff (see paragraphs �86-�89); and  

Vote Office, which supplies the House and Members with documents. 

67. The Library provides an information and research service to the House and its 
committees both in support of this core task, and in relation to the support of individual 
Members and their staff in their multifarious roles. The Library combines a reference and 
lending library in the main building and outposts in the Derby Gate building and Portcullis 
House, with an extensive research service. The Library also includes the Information Office 
and Parliamentary Education Unit, which are covered later in this report (see paragraphs 
143-145 and 163-168). 

68. The Department of the Official Report produces edited verbatim reports of the 
proceedings of the House (including sittings in Westminster Hall) and its standing 
committees. It also processes and prints written answers to parliamentary questions and 
written ministerial statements. Select committee proceedings are transcribed by a private 
firm, WB Gurney and Sons LLP, under contract to both Houses of Parliament.

•

•

•

•
•

•
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Sittings of the House
Levels of activity
69. The chart below gives information about the number of sitting days, and the average 
duration of sitting days, in each of the last five years:
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70. Further information about the business of the House and its committees can be found 
in the annual Sessional Return, the most recent of which covers the �004-05 session.1� The 
sessional return covering the majority of the financial year �005/06 will be published at the 
end of the current Parliamentary session.

Reporting proceedings of the House
71. The edited verbatim reports of proceedings in the House and Westminster Hall - the 
Official Report, or Hansard - are printed overnight and available in hard copy from 7.30 
am, and on the internet from 8 am, the following day. During �005/06 the Department has 
improved access to the reports of proceedings in the Chamber by making them available 
on the parliamentary website within three to four hours on the same day. Proceedings in 
Westminster Hall and written ministerial statements are also available on the website on the 
same day. That service will be extended to Standing Committee reports during �006/07.

7�. In �005/06, the Department produced a total of 7�,879 pages of reports of proceedings 
in the Chamber, Westminster Hall and Standing Committees, as well as written ministerial 
statements and written answers. There was a substantial increase in the number of pages 
of written answers over the year. The Department has an accuracy target for debates of no 
more than one significant error per 13 columns of the final version of proceedings. That 
target is monitored monthly and was met, and in most cases exceeded, every month. The 
average number of significant errors per month was 1 in 16 columns. The chart shows how 
the department has performed against the target of not more than one significant error per 
thirteen columns in recent years and gives an indication of recent activity levels.

1� HC 1, �005-06
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Reporting of proceedings in the House: 
activity levels and performance
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73. As indicated in last year’s report, a pagination unit to bring in-house the pagination of 
reports and proceedings was set up as part of a joint project with the Official Report of the 
House of Lords. It began parallel running with the print contractor in January �006, and 
in April will take over sole responsibility for producing reports of Standing Committees; in-
house production of the Commons daily part will begin in May and of the Lords daily part in 
June. This service is expected to reduce printing costs to both Houses substantially, and it 
also reduces the risk of supplier failure as the printing of Parliament’s Official Reports is now 
contractor-independent.

74. The review of reporting services carried out in �004 was followed by a change 
programme designed to improve services to the House and Members, enhance the 
Department’s responsiveness to changes in demand, and ensure value for money. The main 
elements of the change programme, which are being implemented incrementally over a 
two-year period, are: extending Hansard services and ensuring better use of resources by 
preparing to take on some reporting of Select Committees from October �006; upgrading the 
reporting of debates in Westminster Hall to provide reports more quickly; reorganising staff 
and working practices to ensure that those in managerial grades have more opportunities to 
extend and fulfil their responsibilities and to reflect the changing parliamentary environment; 
and using technology to improve production processes, access to reports and value for 
money. 

Parliamentary Questions and EDMs
75. Notices of questions and Early Day Motions (EDMs) are received and processed by the 
Table Office, which also compiles the daily Order of Business and associated papers. The 
Office of the Editorial Supervisor of the Vote (in the Clerk’s Department) produces ready 
to print files for nightly electronic transmission to the printer. Answers to questions are 
published by the Official Report, and questions and EDMs are indexed by staff of the Library.

76. The �005/06 financial year saw an unprecedented increase in the numbers of 
parliamentary questions. Despite more than a month’s sitting time being lost because of the 
general election, more than 61,000 written questions and nearly 17,000 oral questions were 
tabled, increases of 16% and more than 18% respectively over the previous financial year. 
Towards the end of �005/06 the Table Office was receiving 33% more questions each day 
than twelve months earlier. 
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Questions and Answers
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77. There were similar increases in EDM activity. 1,979 Motions were tabled in �005/06, 
the equivalent of 76 every sitting week, or �7% more than in the previous financial year. 
Added names, at 111,000, were more than 10% up overall, and at 4,�00 per sitting week 
were 37% up on the �004/05 equivalent. 
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78. There was a substantial increase in questions tabled electronically. Over the year as a 
whole, the proportion was 30% – a rise of almost a half over the whole of �004/05 – but 
in the last quarter of �005/06 the rate was 40% or more of all questions tabled. By 31st 
March �006, 300 Members were registered for e-tabling; some 170 used the system 
regularly. 

79. Despite the marked increases in activity, and the implementation of the final stages of 
the Vote Bundle Project (see below), the number of errors in most categories was held below 
the target of 0.05%. 

80. The Table Office continued to compile information on questions which ministers did not 
answer, in readiness for the Public Administration Committee’s review in late �006. The 
Office also contributed to evidence submitted to the Procedure Committee in its inquiry into 
the Early Day Motion system. 

81. The Office of the Editorial Supervisor of the Vote played a key role in the final stages of 
the Vote Bundle Project, covering the Order of Business and related papers. Testing and staff 
training took place during most of �005, taking particular advantage of periods when the 
House was not sitting. After a period of dual running, when The Stationery Office’s work was 
paralleled in-house, the system went live in December �005. All papers in the Vote Bundle, 
including the Order of Business, questions, EDMs and amendments to bills, are now typeset 
and paginated in-house, with ready-to-print files generated for electronic transmission to the 
printer. For more information about the system, and the savings being made, see paragraph 
110.
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Legislation
Bills
8�. The workload of the Public and Private Bill Office has remained heavy, partly because of 
the continuing volume and complexity of Government legislation and partly because the vast 
majority of Government bills are programmed; however, a direct comparison of measures of 
activity with the previous year produces a mixed picture. The number of private Members’ 
bills declined slightly, possibly as a result of the general election. There was almost a �0% 
decrease in standing committee sittings over the previous year, though in terms of the overall 
workload of the Office, this was to some extent offset by the need to service meetings of 
the Select Committee on the Crossrail Bill. On the other hand, the number of Government 
bills increased by slightly over ten per cent, to 49 in �005/06 as against 44 in �004/05. 
The average number of amendments, new clauses and new schedules tabled per sitting day 
during �005/06 continued to decline, from 49 in �004/05 to 40 in the year just gone but, 
interestingly, that was almost the same as the average of 41 in �001/0� – a year that was 
also interrupted by a general election.

The Select Committee on the Crossrail Bill.

83. As in �004, private bill work continued at a low level, with six private bills introduced in 
November �005: three in the Commons and three in the Lords. Because the previous year's 
private bills made very slow progress, during the period under review 11 bills in total were 
considered by one or other of the two Houses, eight of which had some of their stages in the 
Commons. Overall, however, for those involved in private bill work the year was dominated 
by proceedings on the hybrid Crossrail Bill. This bill (introduced on �� February �005 and 
reintroduced in the new session on 18 May) has generated a considerable amount of work for 
the Office: 365 petitions against the bill were received during the initial petitioning period in 
September �005, with a further 14 petitions against additional provision in February �006. 
As noted in the Annual Report for �004/05, committees on hybrid bills need considerably 
more administrative back-up than standing committees. The overall workload resembles that 
of a busy select committee; and by the end of the reporting period the Select Committee on 
the Crossrail Bill had held �8 meetings (of which �� were meetings to hear petitioners) and 
had made two site visits. 
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84. The following chart provides an indication of the workload of the Public and Private Bill 
Office over the last five years.13

Public bills: activity measures
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85. The project to digitise the Private Acts (see paragraph 61 of last year’s report) is largely 
complete, remains well within budget and options for publishing the material on-line are now 
being considered. 

86. Further information regarding the work of the office, in relation to amendments and the 
drafting of bills, is contained in paragraph 114.

Reporting of standing committees
87. The total number of standing committee debates published in recent years is shown in 
the chart below:

Reporting of standing committees: activity levels
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13The figure for bills in the table show the numbers of bills read the first time in each financial year. Bills carried over from one 
parliamentary session to the next are recorded more than once.
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Delegated legislation and European scrutiny
88. Information about the volume of scrutiny work undertaken by the European Scrutiny 
Committee, the Joint and Select Committees on Statutory Instruments, the Regulatory 
Reform Committee and the Joint Committee on Human Rights can be found in annex 1. In 
February �006 the government introduced its Legislative and Regulatory Reform Bill. If this 
receives the royal assent in a form close to that in which it was introduced, this could have 
significant implications for the workload and resourcing of any successor committee to the 
Regulatory Reform Committee. The proposals put forward last year by the Modernisation 
Committee in its report on European Scrutiny14 have not yet been considered by the House. 
These too might have significant implications for the nature and volume of the European 
Scrutiny Committee's workload.

A committee room is prepared for a Standing Committee meeting.

National Parliament Office
89. The two Commons staff of the National Parliament Office in Brussels monitor activities 
in the EU institutions which are relevant to the House’s scrutiny of EU business. They attend 
meetings of European Parliament committees and its plenary sessions, and monitor other 
key events relating to EU matters (such as weekly Commission meetings and meetings of the 
Council of Ministers). They report each week on the relevant outcomes of such meetings in a 
briefing paper for the European Scrutiny Committee.

90. The National Parliament Office also provides support and assistance to individual 
Members of both Houses or delegations of Members attending ad hoc meetings with EU/EP 
bodies in Brussels and occasionally elsewhere, as required.

14HC 465, �004-05.
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Select Committees
91. The �005 General Election created a substantial break in scrutiny by select committees. 
Seventy-six reports were published in the month before the Dissolution, but there was then 
a long pause until the new committees were nominated shortly before the summer recess. 
At the initiative of the Government, five of the departmental committees were enlarged to 
14 members, and some reductions in size occurred elsewhere, but otherwise the former 
structure was retained in the new Parliament. During and immediately after the Election a 
substantial programme of seminars and other training events was organised for Committee 
staff, with an event almost every day. Priority was given to developing scrutiny skills and 
sharing best administrative practice. Briefing sessions were offered to new Members 
including a seminar, by experienced committee chairmen, with contributions from the Centre 
for Public Scrutiny, on how committees can make a positive impact. 

9�. At the start of the new Parliament, some committees have looked at how they could 
be more effective in their scrutiny role. The Science & Technology and EFRA committees 
have reviewed their working practices to improve their oral evidence sessions. For example, 
a cross-cutting oral evidence session with three ministers was used by the Science and 
Technology Committee to follow-up the Government reply to its predecessor Committee’s 
report on Forensic Science.15 Some Committees are experimenting with methods of obtaining 
more systematic feedback from witnesses. Through the Liaison Committee, committees have 
been consulted about the Law Commission’s study of post-legislative scrutiny.

93. By the end of the reporting period, committees had resumed their former high level 
of activity. The chart below shows the numbers of formal select committee meetings, and 
reports issued by departmental select committees, over each of the last five financial years.

Select committees: activity levels
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94. In �005/06 the number of draft bills examined was fewer than previously, but the 
practice of reporting on actual bills as they make their progress through both Houses is 
increasing. Other elements of the core tasks for departmental committees, as defined by 
the Liaison Committee, are being covered in individual committees, for example examining 
government policy documents (Task 4), such as the Schools White Paper reported on by the 
Education and Skills Committee; or areas of emerging policy (Task �), such as the Defence 
Committee's inquiry into the UK's strategic nuclear deterrent, which is helping to start the 
public debate by looking at the strategic context and the timetable for decision-making. 
Details of inquiries are given on committee websites and in the new Calendar and List of 
Current Inquiries now centrally available weekly on the parliament website. Reviews of work 
to date will not be produced by most committees until �007 because of the truncated year.

Scrutiny Unit
95. Select Committees have continued to draw upon the resources of the Scrutiny Unit. The 
impact of the Unit is seen in a variety of ways – for example, favourable references during 
an Estimates Day debate to its work on the Supplementary Estimates.16 In addition the Unit 
has used its ability to scrutinise Departments across the board to review the Departmental 
Annual Reports for �004-05, drawing attention to good and bad practice, and was invited 
by the Treasury to make presentations on that subject at two workshops for officials. For 
the first time it undertook a cross-cutting review of the efficiency statements in the Autumn 
Performance Reports and provided briefing for committees. It also conducted a review of the 
Electoral Commission’s financial and performance management on behalf of the Speaker’s 
Committee on the Electoral Commission.

Delegations to Overseas Assemblies
96. The European Section of the Overseas Office in the House of Commons supports the 
Members of both Houses appointed to the delegations to the Parliamentary Assembly of 
the Council of Europe (PACE), the Assembly of Western European Union (AWEU), the 
Parliamentary Assembly of the Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE 
PA) and the NATO Parliamentary Assembly (NATO PA). At the end of �005/06 54 Members 
of the House of Commons and 13 Peers serve on the delegations. A further �3 Members 
of the House of Commons and three Peers served on the delegations during �005-06 (the 
annual rate of turnover of delegates being significantly higher during an election year). 
Delegates attended ten plenary sessions and almost �00 committee meetings during the 
year. Members also took part in ten election observation missions.

97. British Members currently chair three AWEU Committees and often act as rapporteurs on 
important issues at both PACE and AWEU. Members of the UK delegation to the NATO PA 
chair two of its five committees. A British Member is President Emeritus of the OSCE PA.

16 HC Deb, 20 March 2006, cc 35-124
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Parliamentarians from �9 countries attended the XXXIV COSAC.

98. The European Section of the Overseas Office - assisted by select committee staff in both 
Houses - made the administrative arrangements for several parliamentary conferences at 
Westminster during the UK’s Presidency of the European Union in the second half of �005, 
including COSAC (the conference of European Affairs Committees) and meetings hosted by 
the relevant select committees on foreign affairs, defence, the environment, home affairs 
and international development which brought together representatives of their equivalent 
committees from the European Parliament and other national parliaments in EU member and 
applicant states.

99. The European Section also made the arrangements for visits to the UK by the 
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE) Economic Affairs and Development 
Committee, the Assembly of the Western European Union (AWEU) Presidential Committee 
and by the President of PACE.

Providing information for the House and its committees
House of Commons Library
100. The Library’s operations have traditionally supported both the work of the House and 
its committees and that of individual Members and their staff, without necessarily making 
any clear distinction between the two tasks. Thus the Library’s rich resource of research 
papers and standard notes supports Members’ work in their constituencies as well as 
informing the legislative process and other types of debate. The increasing emphasis on 
making pre-prepared information available online has blurred the distinction still further, but 
responses to enquiries from individual Members, and their staff working on Members’ behalf, 
remain a significant element of the Library’s work, and are discussed in paragraphs 115-
118.
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101. The Library’s policy in recent years has been to manage demand and provide a more 
flexible service to its users by providing more ready-made briefing information, both in paper 
form and electronically. During the year, 8� research papers were published, providing 
background and commentary on bills and other topical issues along with regular statistical 
bulletins. These included papers produced before the Commons second reading of all major 
bills. This figure is a little lower than recent years due to the general election. Research 
papers are available on the Parliament website as well as internally; during the year such 
papers were accessed on some 1,051,000 occasions. The chart below shows how the 
number of Library publications accessed from both the Parliament website and intranet has 
increased considerably in recent years.

Library: on-line material accessed
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10�. Standard notes are more informal briefings, held primarily in electronic form and made 
available on the parliamentary intranet. They have proved popular with Members and their 
staff as they can be easily updated and generally address issues of current interest. By the 
end of the year �,7�0 standard notes were available on the intranet. Standard notes on 
parliamentary topics are also available to the public via the Parliament website.

103. Debate Packs were introduced in �003/04. These are collections of readily available 
material (such as newspaper articles, parliamentary questions, and standard notes) relevant 
to non-legislative debates taking place in either the Chamber or Westminster Hall. During the 
year over 160 separate debate packs were produced. 

104. Research papers and standard notes form the backbone of a much wider range of 
briefing material available to Members and their staff via the intranet, which includes 
subject-specific links to parliamentary and other material and useful external websites; an 
increasing number of constituency and other local-area statistics; ‘bill information pages’; and 
other databases. 

Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology
105. The Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology (POST) operates as an independent 
unit with its own Parliamentary Board, composed of Members of the Commons and Lords 
(plus four non-parliamentary members). This Board was re-constituted after the May �005 
General Election. POST’s purpose is to provide advice to Members of the two Houses and to 
select committees on current and anticipated issues of scientific, technological and medical 
concern. It is funded from the House of Commons Administration Estimate, 30% of the cost 
being recovered from the House of Lords.

106. POST provides a wide range of support to select committees, on request. Its regular 
publications programme also feeds into committee activity, including stimulating decisions to 
hold an inquiry. Both Houses have requested POST to keep them informed on public dialogue 
activities in science and technology.

107. During �005/06, POST conducted separate pieces of work for a total of six Commons 
and Lords committees. POST also published �0 ‘POSTnotes’ (parliamentary briefings) on 
a wide range of subjects. As is customary over a general election period, POST worked 
on producing a special briefing on ‘Science in the New Parliament’. This was widely 
circulated after the return of the new Parliament, including to all MPs and Peers. All POST’s 
publications are available on the Parliament website, and through the Parliamentary 
Bookshop. POST also organised parliamentary seminars and conferences. 

108. POST has continued to expand its fellowship and internship schemes, with additional 
learned societies and UK research councils supporting three-month positions for postgraduate 
students or postdoctoral researchers, who work under supervision on a specific publication 
or on select committee support. On the international front, POST joined with four of its sister 
organisations serving other parliaments in Europe to provide a technology assessment service 
to the European Parliament in Brussels. It has also continued its work with international 
organisations such as UNESCO and the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, 
which are active in promoting parliamentary scientific and technological assessment on a 
wider international stage. 
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Vote Office
109. The Vote Office contributes to providing the services that enable the House and its 
Committees to conduct their business effectively by providing the documents they need 
to do so. In addition to the papers that the House itself generates, Government papers 
and memoranda, delegated legislation documents and European documents are all made 
available. The chart below shows over the last five years the average number of pages in the 
daily Vote Bundle, which is made up of the key working papers for the House.

Daily Vote Bundle: average number of pages
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110. The Vote Office oversees the contract with the Stationery Office for the printing and 
distribution of the House’s own papers. Normally an election year is one of reduced quantities 
of published pages, but this year overall printing and publishing activity has been higher 
than traditional in election years and this is reflected in the higher average number of pages 
of the Vote Bundle. In particular the volume of questions tabled has led to a record number 
of pages being published in the business papers category. At �8,847 originated pages, this 
is some 5% greater than any previous year. Early Day Motion page quantities have also 
remained high, near to 95% of the previous highest quantity. Nevertheless, because of the 
effects of the general election on activity levels taken together with savings arising from the 
new methods of production reported below, expenditure on printing has reduced this year 
to just over £7.5m. These reductions are also reflected in whole House costs of printing 
publishing and purchasing documents which at just over £9.�m, is significantly lower than 
last year, by £�m. 
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Expenditure on publishing and publications
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111. Work has also been completed this year on re-letting the House’s publishing, printing 
and associated contracts through an EU procurement exercise. This was conducted in close 
co-operation with the Authorities in the House of Lords because of the overlap between the 
requirements of the two Houses. In exchange for longer term contracts (ten years in the case 
of the Commons) security of supply has been re-enforced and the supplier, The Stationery 
Office Ltd, and their financial backers have entered into agreements with the House which 
give legal force to the House’s requirement to have priority access to the premises and 
equipment required to produce its papers. In addition the House has been able to secure the 
supplier’s agreement to distribute its papers to the public at no cost to public funds for the 
whole duration of the contract.
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Introduction
11�. The House Service aims to provide Members and Members’ staff with the high 
quality advice and services that enables them to carry out their various parliamentary roles 
effectively. This includes providing accurate and timely procedural advice and information 
services, office accommodation and ICT infrastructure. The House Service also administers 
payments and services funded by the Members Estimate including Members’ pay and 
allowances, training and the central provision of IT equipment. 

113. A key indicator of success in meeting this objective is the level of satisfaction of 
Members and their staff as express in periodic surveys. At the end of �005/06 a project 
board was establish to plan for the next survey of services, which will be conducted in spring 
�007.

Procedural services
114. Government bills and Government amendments are drafted by the Office of the 
Parliamentary Counsel;17 however, a primary function of the Public Bill Office is drafting 
bills and amendments for private Members, who can seldom call on professional drafting 
assistance. It is impossible to give a figure for the number of amendments drafted by clerks 
in the Public Bill Office, but during �005/06 the Office drafted, or made a significant input 
to the drafting of, �5 private Members’ bills, some of which were quite lengthy and complex. 
Two other private Members' bills introduced during the year had been drafted by the clerks 
in the Office at an earlier date. The Public Bill Office has tried to produce drafts as early as 
possible so that Members can have a proper and measured input into the content of their 
bills.

Research and information services
115. The Library answers many specific enquiries from Members and their staff arising from 
the wide range of Members’ parliamentary duties. These range from requests for specific 
documentation or basic facts to substantial briefings on policy matters. The Library also 
provides a range of ready made briefing papers, which are discussed at paragraphs 100 to 
104 above.

The Library holds briefings on a wide range of topics.

17 The occasional Scots bill (or any substantial Scottish section in a United Kingdom bill) is drafted by the Scottish Parliamentary 
Counsel in Edinburgh. The Clerk of Supply and his Deputy, based in the Public Bill Office, are responsible for drafting one 
Consolidated Fund Bill and two Consolidated Fund (Appropriation) Bills
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116. The total number of enquiries for written and oral briefings answered by the research 
service in �005/06 was nearly 1�,000. The Library aims to respond to all these enquiries 
within the stated deadline or, for those requests without a deadline, within two weeks. 
In �005/06, 96 per cent of research enquiries for which a deadline was specified were 
answered within that deadline; and 98 per cent of other enquiries were answered within two 
weeks. In addition, the Library answered many thousands of ‘quick’ questions that are not 
formally recorded. 

117. The reading rooms in the Members’ Library (primarily for Members’ use) and in Derby 
Gate and the e-Library in Portcullis House (primarily for Members’ staff) continue to provide 
a valuable service but the increasing availability of material online has led to lower levels of 
usage over the last few years (see paragraph 101). 

118. The number of book loans in �005/06 was 3,077. The proportion of loans from Library 
stock was 81%, with the remainder being obtained through the inter-library loans scheme. 
In recent years there has been a gradual decline in the number of book loans, reflecting the 
increased provision and use of network resources.

Offices and related services
119. Approximately 4,500 people occupy the Commons Estate, comprising Members, their 
staff, staff of the House Service and “third party” occupants such as the Press and Post 
Office. The Serjeant at Arms is responsible for the accommodation and necessary services 
to enable the occupants of the Commons Estate to work effectively. Continuing growth in 
numbers, changes to ways of working and an emerging need to vacate areas to allow cost-
effective renovation to take place when the House is sitting are posing new accommodation 
challenges. The Administration Committee is conducting an inquiry into accommodation 
which is due to report early in �006/07.

Car and cycle parking
1�0. The House of Commons underground car park has spaces for 496 vehicles. Usage has 
diminished a little in recent years, following the introduction of congestion charging. The 
needs of cyclists continue to have priority and a redesign of cycle racks has taken place, to 
maximise parking spaces for both bicycles and cars.

Mail Services
1�1. Mail services to Parliament are currently provided by Royal Mail. Following a review by 
both Houses, the market was tested in �005 and Royal Mail won the contract for a further 
three years.

1��. Improvements to mail security are well advanced and a new off-site screening facility 
opened in July �005. This facility captures the benefits of the latest technologies in order to 
detect a range of harmful substances. Initial teething problems with the interdependence of 
this service with the new mail delivery contract have been largely resolved. 
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Committee and meeting room bookings
1�3. The Serjeant at Arms’ room booking service takes bookings for all meetings of 
committees and all-party groups, as well as Members’ private meetings and meetings 
organised by House staff on official business. There are �� Committee Rooms, four multi-
function rooms and �3 smaller meeting rooms across the Parliamentary Estate. Between 
them, the rooms can provide live television broadcasts, simultaneous translation, conference, 
reception and video conferencing facilities. 

1�4. Since January �006 the Westminster Hall meeting rooms have been closed due to the 
major works that are being carried out there. As a result of these works and the sitting of the 
Crossrail Bill in Committee Room 5, there are currently 19 functioning Committee Rooms, �1 
smaller meeting rooms and three multi-function rooms.

Members’ computing and IT support
1�5. Members are entitled to a set amount of loaned computer equipment, funded from the 
Members Estimate. Members can also use their allowances to purchase additional equipment 
that is configured to ensure its compatibility with the parliamentary systems. At the start of 
�005/06 responsibility for providing this equipment and connecting it to the Parliamentary 
Network fell to the Parliamentary Communications Directorate (PCD), part of the Serjeant 
at Arms’ Department, under a service level agreement. During the year PCD joined with 
other IT/IS professionals from across both Houses to form a new cross house Parliamentary 
ICT Service (PICT) to whom this responsibility has transferred. For more information on the 
creation of PICT see paragraphs �7-31.
 
Renewal of Equipment
1�6. Members were first issued with centrally provided IT equipment after the general 
election in �001. This equipment is funded from the Members Estimate. Since that time 
over 8,000 items of equipment have been delivered, installed and maintained in over 1,500 
locations across the UK. The aim of ensuring that equipment was of sufficient quality and 
capacity to last a little beyond the length of an average Parliament was achieved. 
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1�7. The election in �005 represented a key date since it triggered the process of replacing 
re-elected Members’ equipment and also the delivery of equipment to the 1�� new 
Members. In preparation for this event a full EU procurement exercise had been undertaken 
and a new supplier and equipment selected. PCD offered each new Member a standard 
issue laptop on the day of their arrival in Westminster. A small number of new Members 
opted to order alternative models. Unfortunately the delivery of non-standard laptops was 
unacceptably delayed. 

1�8. PCD’s target was to equip Members’ Westminster and constituency offices within two 
weeks of a Member placing an order for their computer equipment. The transition from the 
previous to new supplier, combined with delays in allocating some offices meant that some 
new Members were not able to have a fully functioning Westminster office in an acceptable 
timeframe. 

1�9. As a result of the election in �005, the House Service has learned lessons about 
the delivery and support of IT equipment to new Members. The Commission’s response 
to the Administration Committee’s inquiry into Post-election Services18 sets out plans for 
improvement.

130. The IT refresh of existing Members’ IT equipment began in late autumn �005. This 
too has been affected by problems and at the end of �005/06 the project was running eight 
weeks late, but was due to be completed, where requested, for all Members by summer 
�006.  These problems arose due to both the change of supplier, and the complex nature 
of the task being undertaken: supplying a large amount of equipment in small quantities 
and varying combinations to a large number of customers, operating from multiple locations 
across the UK; transferring existing data and applications from old equipment to new 
equipment; reinstating local networks and settings; and arranging for the secure disposal of 
the old equipment. 

Constituency Support
131. PICT has been set the challenge of providing the same quality of service to constituency 
offices as that offered to Members’ offices in Westminster. As part of the preparatory work 
for this major project, an extensive survey of Members and their staff has been conducted 
that included visits to over �0 constituencies covering the whole of the UK. Work is now 
underway to focus and shape the results of this research on a number of clearly defined 
initiatives that, subject to financial approval, will be developed during �006/07. 

18 HC 777, �005-06
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Network Performance
13�. Network performance in �005/06 was again excellent as shown in the chart below.19

Parliamentary Network: infrastructure availability
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Members’ salaries, allowances and pensions
133. Members' salaries, allowances and pensions are paid from the Members Estimate 
and administered by the Department of Finance and Administration (DFA). The Estimate 
has separate governance arrangements from the House's administrative expenditure, and 
is reported on separately. The annual accounts for �005/06, which will contain further 
information, will be published in the second half of �006. 

Members’ Travel
134. Following a successful pilot scheme, DFA rolled out a travel credit card to Members 
during �005/�006, to replace the previous system of air and rail warrants. Newly-elected 
Members received their cards immediately after the election and existing Members as part of 
a phased installation over the course of the year.  Following a review of the pilot, spouse and 
civil partner cards were made available. 

135. Carlson Wagonlit Travel (CWT) continued to provide travel services to both Houses of 
Parliament under a joint contract.  During the year, the Travel Office handled £4,�01,435 
of travel sales, of which £�,655,67� was House of Commons business. The House of 
Commons spent £1,919,804 on air sales and £7�3,583 on rail. Travel volumes for the 
House of Commons fell in all categories over the election period and there was an initial 
lull in Select Committee travel, although the latter picked up again through the winter and 
spring. The House of Commons benefited from preferential rates negotiated by CWT, and in 
total £74�,958 was saved on ticket prices against published fares. 

19 Figures are based on total working hours during the year. Some instances of degraded service are included in these unavailability 
figures
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136. The Travel Office Consumer Panel, which operates under the Administration Committee 
to represent users of the Travel Office, commissioned a survey of travellers to assess the 
performance of CWT, after a year of operating the Travel Office contract. This produced very 
a high rate of satisfaction, although the sample size was small. In total, 97% of responses 
judged the CWT’s provision of Travel Office services excellent (60%), good (31%) or 
satisfactory (6%).

Members’ staff
137. The number of Members’ staff paid through the payroll at the end of �005/06 was 
�,577. There was an increased amount of activity on the payroll after the General Election 
and up to July �005. The chart below shows the total number of Members’ staff at the end 
of each of the last five financial years.

Members' staff: number at year end
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Medical services for Members
138. The level and nature of medical services for Members are informed by the 
Parliamentary Medical Panel, which comprises medically qualified Members of both Houses 
and senior officials. In �005/06, the panel has supported a number of awareness-raising 
initiatives, and has sponsored work on tackling weight and obesity issues. The Occupational 
Health, Safety and Welfare Service (OHSWS) continues to focus on raising health awareness 
through proactive promotions, such as healthy living, lung function, kidney function, stress 
awareness and sunsmart/molewatch. All of these have been well received and supported by 
Members during the year (see paragraphs �10-�13 for other aspects of medical services). 

The National Blood Service, in co-operation with OHSWS, holds blood doning sessions at Parliament.

139. The acute GP service continues to offer help to Members who experience health 
problems and have difficulty accessing their own GP while working at Parliament. 
Additionally, all Members are invited for health screening every three years. Members 
also have access to the travel clinic at St. Thomas’ Hospital if they require vaccinations, 
medications or general advice when needing to travel overseas on parliamentary business. 
An open door policy welcomes Members to the variety of services offered by the practice 
nurses in the Lower Waiting Hall, including minor treatments and health and lifestyle advice. 
Blood donor sessions have been extended to four-day sessions to cope with demand - 410 
volunteers reported to the blood service in �005/06, of which 70 were new donors and 8 
unable to donate for various reasons.
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Introduction 
140. Members as elected representatives have primary responsibility for maintaining links 
between Parliament and the public, but there are areas where an impartial House Service 
can and should support this by making the work and role of Parliament better understood. 
Development, and better co-ordination, of public information, visitor and education services 
are now priority areas.

141. Wherever possible, the House’s public information and access work is informed by two 
themes: strengthening public understanding of, and engagement with, the House’s scrutiny 
function, and clarifying the distinction between Government and Parliament.

Group on Information for the Public
14�. In June �004, the Modernisation Committee published its report “Connecting 
Parliament with the Public”. The Group on Information for the Public, on behalf of the Board 
of Management, has been responsible for co-ordinating action on those of the Committee’s 
recommendations agreed by the Commission. Key recommendations on which progress has 
been made include:

two additional staff posts in the Education Unit, to focus on outreach to young people   
 and liaison with local education authorities (see paragraph 166);

an extension of the Education Unit’s autumn visits programme to provide year-round   
 visits to Parliament for young people. These will start in October �006 (see paragraph   
 165);

the production of a new voters’ guide to be sent to all young people on or around their   
 eighteenth birthday, from mid-�006 onwards;

the production of a pilot weekly newsletter, “Commons Knowledge”, aimed at the non-  
 specialist reader, summarising forthcoming business, made available both in print    
      and electronic form;

the establishment of a Media and Communications Service for the House of Commons,   
 to take a more proactive role in promoting the House and its work;

an upgrading of the Parliament website, with significant investment in systems and staff;  
 and

online publication of the Hansard report of proceedings in the Chamber throughout the   
 day (see paragraph 71).

House of Commons Information Office
143. The House of Commons Information Office answers enquiries from the public relating 
to the work, publications and history of the House of Commons. During �005/06 the 
Information Office received 46,181 telephone enquiries and 5,953 written enquiries, most 
via email. In �005/06 the telephone enquiry bureau answered 88 per cent of calls within �0 
seconds, equalling its best-ever performance from �004/05.

144. The Information Office provides a substantial amount of interpretative material on the 
Parliament website. The amount of material on the website has increased, as has its use, 
particularly since the site was redesigned in �00�. This may help explain the continuing 
reduction in enquiry numbers shown in the chart below.
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Information Office: number of enquiries
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145. The Information Office produces a range of publications, including the Weekly 
Information Bulletin and a series of over 60 Factsheets. During the year approximately 
300,000 factsheets were accessed from the Parliament website. The pilot newsletter 
Commons Knowledge – developed by the Information Office – was made generally available 
and published on the Intranet and Parliament website from April �005.

Parliamentary Website
146. In �005/06 there were over 3� million page requests for information from the main 
Parliament website, 18% more than in the previous year. In addition there were 88 million 
page requests to the Parliamentary publications website. This again demonstrates the extent 
to which, for many members of the public, the website is the preferred medium for accessing 
information about the House.

147. To accommodate this growing user base, a major redevelopment project has been 
initiated which will aim to make the website more accessible and user-friendly. Initial 
usability research has been undertaken, and a first round of design improvements will be 
launched in �006/07. This work responds to the recommendations of the Modernisation 
Committee in its report on Connecting Parliament with the Public as endorsed by the House.

148. Parliament has recruited a Managing Editor to be responsible for the strategic 
development of the website, and an enlarged web team is already engaged in increased 
promotion of parliamentary information on the homepage and through email alerts. Other 
incremental improvements include the creation of a centralised job vacancy list, to give 
clearer information for people wanting to work at Parliament, and an improved glossary of 
parliamentary terms.

Freedom of Information
149. The House has continued to promote best practice in relation to the Freedom of 
Information (FoI) legislation and has an outstanding record of responding within the statutory 
timeframe. During the year the House received an average of four requests per week which 
required formal handling under the Act. The vast majority of information continued to be 
provided as part of normal activity, with the House’s Information Office (HCIO) handling over 
100 written requests a week. 
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150. In its first full year under the Act, the House received 199 FoI requests. Of these, 
�7 responses were followed by a request for an internal review. 98% of all requests were 
responded to within the statutory �0 day timeframe. In November �005 responsibility for 
coordination of FoI matters passed from the Office of the Clerk to the Department of Finance 
and Administration (DFA). This allows for interrelated FOI and data protection work to be co-
ordinated in one place.

151. Approximately half of all requests were dealt with by DFA (47%) and a quarter by the 
Clerk’s Department (�1%). The Serjeant at Arms Department and the Library (including 
HCIO) dealt with 1�% and 10% respectively. The Office of the Clerk responded to 6% of the 
total: the majority of these would now be dealt with by DFA. Approximately 3�% of requests 
related to MPs’ expenses and allowances and further information on these is included in the 
introduction to the Members Estimate Accounts for �005/06.

15�. The Act requires public bodies to prepare a publication scheme, showing the 
information that they will routinely publish. This requirement was applied to Parliament in 
November �00�; the House of Commons publication scheme has been available since then 
on the Parliament website and in booklet format. 

153. Records management has continued to be of fundamental importance for both FoI and 
Data Protection implementation (see paragraphs �74-�75 for more information regarding 
data protection). In addition, FoI requests have resulted in the disclosure of a number of 
previously closed files held in the Parliamentary Archives. 

Broadcasting
154. The arrangements for televising House proceedings, a partnership between Parliament 
and the major domestic broadcasters, guarantee 'gavel to gavel' coverage of both Chambers 
and of sittings of the House in Westminster Hall. Together this represents a total of more than 
80 hours core coverage a week. 

155. Committee television coverage is limited to those meetings which broadcasters consider 
sufficiently newsworthy to justify the extra costs. On average between eight and ten select 
committee meetings are now televised each week. The deliberations of standing committees 
do not translate as easily to television and broadcasters rarely request coverage. However, 
in October �004 the House expanded its 'webcasting' service so that either video or audio 
coverage of all committees which are meeting in public is now available on the Parliament 
website and on the intranet (see paragraphs 158-161). 

156. The Parliamentary Recording Unit (PRU) archived 1,�53 videotape recordings of 
proceedings during the year, down on the previous year because of the Election and no 
September sitting. Yet the number of requests for recordings of extracts of proceedings rose 
again this year: the Unit completed 814 orders compared with 780 in �004/05 and 718 in 
�003/04, with orders from members of the public increasing by �5% over the year.

157. The biggest change has been in the technical formats now being requested. For the 
first time DVD was the most requested format, accounting for almost 30% of all orders and 
overtaking by a substantial margin orders for VHS which were just over 14% of the total. 
There was also a big surge in the number of people asking for recordings in data formats: 54 
compared to just one in �004/�005.
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Webcasting
158. Since October �004 the webcasting service www.parliamentlive.tv, funded jointly with 
the House of Lords, has streamed on the internet live audio-visual coverage of the House of 
Commons, House of Lords, sittings in Westminster Hall, and a number of select and standing 
committee meetings. Audio coverage of all other committees which are meeting in public is 
now also available and the potential offered by ‘webcams’ to enhance this coverage is being 
assessed.

159. www.parliamentlive.tv is one of the most ambitious projects of its kind to be 
undertaken by any legislature worldwide. As many as fifteen meetings have been webcast 
simultaneously and each week the service offers an average of more than 70 hours of 
video footage from the Commons and Lords chambers, twelve hours of video footage from 
Westminster Hall, �0 hours (eleven meetings) of video footage from committees and a further 
45 hours' committee coverage in audio only. All can then be accessed from an on-demand 
archive for the following �8 days.

160. Technical standards were enhanced during �005/06 – and a new facility has been 
installed which allows viewers to watch or listen to coverage “from the top” of any current 
meeting without having to wait until the complete session has been recorded.

161. Demand for the service is growing. It attracted 300,000 individual visits during 
�004/05, with around 5,000 external users accessing the archived files monthly. During 
�005/06 visitor numbers soared to an average of more than 8�,000 a month, with 104,560 
in November alone. The service is also "multi-cast” internally - delivered to 3,500 desktops 
via the parliamentary intranet. 

Parliamentary Bookshop
16�. The Parliamentary Bookshop provides access to parliamentary and government 
documents to professional users and to the public at large, from close to the Houses of 
Parliament. As well as enhancing its information and notification services to those interested 
in tracking legislation through Parliament, the Bookshop’s website (http://www.bookshop.
parliament.uk) has been completely redesigned and refreshed. It fully exploits e-commerce 
opportunities to make published information of and about Parliament available worldwide.

Education Unit
163. The Education Unit works on behalf of both Houses of Parliament, providing resources 
and support for teachers and students to increase their knowledge and understanding of the 
role, work and history of Parliament. The Unit offers a range of services including booklets, 
posters and videos; visits programmes at Westminster; an outreach programme; and an 
education website for Parliament, at www.explore.parliament.uk.

164. As a result of the recommendations of the Modernisation Committee’s report (see 
paragraph 14� above) the Parliamentary Education Unit increased its staff from 5.5 to 8.5 
full-time equivalents in �005/06. This has allowed it to make two important additions to its 
work: to extend the autumn visits programme and to develop an outreach programme, with 
staff dedicated to visiting schools and colleges across the country.
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165. For over �0 years a major feature of the Education Unit’s work has been the autumn visits 
programme, which includes a question and answer session with a guest speaker, usually a 
Member of Parliament, and a tour of the Palace of Westminster, and which is aimed at sixteen 
to eighteen year olds studying politics or related subjects. During �005/06 the Education Unit 
hosted visits for approximately 8,000 students and teachers at Westminster. This has now 
been extended to form a year-round programme, and it is anticipated that up to 18,000 people 
will visit Westminster through this programme in �006/07. 

166. Two outreach officers were recruited in autumn �005 and have now started visiting 
schools, colleges and education authorities across the country. This service will be particularly 
valuable for students and teachers in areas away from London and the South East, where 
visiting Westminster may not be practical.

167. A tender exercise for the replacement of the existing educational videos for students 
was undertaken, with filming in progress at the end of �005/06. The films and supporting 
material will be based around the appropriate Key Stage guidance for the Citizenship strand 
of the National Curriculum in England, and designed to allow changes to specific segments or 
modules to be made easily in the future. 

168. During �005/06, the Unit reviewed and updated its series of Parliament Explained 
booklets, which are aimed at students aged 14+, and several of its other publications for 
young people of different age-groups. To coincide with the 1605 Gunpowder Plot exhibition in 
Westminster Hall a special ‘activities’ fortnight was held.
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Visitors to Parliament
169. There were approximately 800,000 visitors to Parliament in �005/06, of which some 
187,000 were conducted on tours organised by the Central Tours Office; 100,�87 visited the 
Chamber galleries; and 11,170 students attended programmes organised by the Education 
Unit. Visitor numbers were affected by the General Election and the July bombings, which had 
an impact on all major visitor sites in London.

Visitors to the public gallery
170. Tickets to view proceedings in the Chamber of the House are available to guests of 
Members of Parliament, visitors from overseas, specialist press and members of the public who 
queue to attend each sitting. At any one time the galleries provide seating for �34 people. 81% 
of visitors to the galleries during �005/06 entered via the public queue.

Organised tours 
171. The Central Tours Office (CTO) organises public access to the Palace of Westminster via 
Members’ sponsored tours and the annual public summer opening. It is also responsible for the 
new team of Visitor Assistants (VAs) who have taken over responsibility for managing Gallery 
queues from Security Officers, and meet and greet visitors during the day. They also work with 
colleagues in the Parliamentary Education Unit, delivering classroom sessions and tours for 
schools. The VAs will also be based in and around the new Visitor Reception Building and 
Westminster Hall once these facilities are completed. The CTO is also involved in development 
work on the proposed Parliamentary Visitor and Information Centre (see paragraph 180).

17�. The return to a later sitting time on Tuesdays has eased pressure for tours on Mondays. 
Tours can be booked by Members of both Houses, with most bookings made by Members of 
the House of Commons. Recent changes to regulations now allow all permanent staff of both 
Houses to book tours where there is a business need. There remains significant under-use 
during recess periods and lower usage on days when only tours of the House of Lords are 
available. Visitor numbers through the Central Tours Office were down on �004/05 due to the 
General Election (all tours, bar school parties, having to be cancelled upon dissolution, and 
new Members obviously taking some time to become familiar with the services available), 
and the London bombings in July, but still totalled 108,000 in �005/06 against 114,000 in 
�004/05.

Summer opening
173. The Palace of Westminster was open to paying visitors on full and half-days between 1 
August and 5 October �005. The terrorist attacks in July �005 had a major impact on visitor 
numbers: 79,170 people visited, down from the previous year’s high of 93,314. This 15% 
reduction was comparable to that experienced by other London attractions (Visit London 
reports an 18% average drop over the same period). The attacks forced a review of security 
and significantly increased costs; combined with lost visitors, this contributed to an operating 
deficit of £310,000. Surveys of public opinion showed that levels of satisfaction and 
perceptions of value for money remained very high, despite the semi-closure of the House of 
Commons Chamber for works on the security screen, and works in Westminster Hall. Ticket 
prices have been held since �003, a policy continued in �005 due to the impact of these 
works. In �006/07 the summer opening will run from 1 August to 30 September, with ticket 
prices again held to reflect the loss of access to Westminster Hall and its facilities.

174. During the period of the Summer Opening, the shop in Westminster Hall generated 
sales of £15�,356, a decrease of 14% on last year, reflecting the 15% drop in visitor 
numbers, following the terrorist attacks in London. However, the capture rate of 30% was 
maintained, and overall income enhanced by an increased spend per customer of £6.45, 
resulting in an overall surplus of £38,590.
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175. Once again the Jubilee Café’s busiest months of the year were during the period of 
the Summer Tours, although, like the retail operation, turnover was affected by the drop in 
visitor numbers. However an increased capture rate of 19% compared with 14% in �004, 
meant that sales of just under £46,000 were achieved, which was a drop of just 1�% on the 
previous year. The Jubilee Café made an overall contribution of £7,500 during this period.

Gunpowder Plot Exhibition
176. An exhibition marking the 400th anniversary of the Gunpowder Plot was open to the 
public in Westminster Hall between 19 July and 18 November �005. Managed by a project 
board led by the Parliamentary Archives with staff drawn from several Parliamentary offices 
and the History of Parliament Trust, the exhibition, entitled The Gunpowder Plot: Parliament 
& Treason 1605, attracted approximately 70,000 visitors. It featured documents, artefacts 
and works of art drawn from Parliament’s own collections as well as external institutions such 
as The National Archives, Lambeth Palace Library, the Laing Art Gallery, the Royal Armouries 
and the Ashmolean Museum. The exhibition was part of a series of events and activities 
which together formed The Gunpowder Trail; a product of a partnership led by the Houses of 
Parliament with other institutions including the National Portrait Gallery, Shakespeare’s Globe 
and HM Tower of London. 

177. An online learning resource about the Gunpowder Plot aimed at Key Stage � and Key 
Stage 3 students was launched in October �005. The website, which was commissioned by 
the Parliamentary Archives and produced by the �4 Hour Museum, was intended to pilot the 
development of future resources that underline a commitment to make archival materials, 
as a core resource of Parliament, available for life long learning. The website is available at 
www.gunpowderplot.parliament.uk.

Visitor Management
178. The construction of the Visitor Reception Building on Cromwell Green began at the start 
of �006, and is due to be completed by the autumn as part of a recasting of the visitor entry 
route. This purpose-built structure will increase the capacity of search facilities, and should 
avoid the need for the public to queue in the rain. The building will be entered down a ramp 
from St Stephen’s Entrance.

179. The Visitor Reception Building is part of a more proactive approach to welcoming the 
public and providing information. Visitors will enter via the North Door of Westminster Hall 
and will be met by a team of Visitor Assistants, who will also be available at St Stephen’s 
Entrance. Fast-track access will be available for Members’ guests and ‘business’ visitors such 
as witnesses to committees. Above all, the aim is to ensure that Parliament is made more 
accessible to the public, and that a more professional approach is used for welcoming them 
to the building.

Work is underway on Cromwell 
Green
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180. A longer term project, being examined in �006/07 by the Administration Committee 
working with the House of Lords Information Committee, is for a Parliamentary Visitor and 
Information Centre. This would bring together provision for education visits, for which there 
is currently no purpose-built accommodation, with information and exhibition facilities to 
explain the role of Parliament and engage visitors with its current work and past history. The 
Visitor Facilities Support Group has been developing plans for such a centre among senior 
officials of both Houses. It will support the Committees’ inquiry, expected to be completed by 
the end of �006.

Retailing and merchandising
181. The House of Commons range of souvenirs has been further developed, with fewer 
new core lines and more emphasis on seasonal products. Merchandise was developed in 
conjunction with the Gunpowder Plot exhibition (see paragraph 176), and a new range of 
prints and greetings cards introduced as part of the Speaker’s Art Fund merchandise.

18�. The sale of souvenirs to Members, staff and visitors produced a turnover in �005/06 of 
£950,000 (excluding sales in the Parliamentary Bookshop), returning a net contribution of 
£�57,000 to House funds. Turnover saw an increase of less than 1%, but this increase was 
achieved inspite of the loss of trade during the period of the General Election and the effect 
on sales as a result of the terrorist attacks in London in July. This result was largely due to 
the contribution made by the shop in Westminster Hall, which accounted for 17% of the total 
souvenir sales (10% in �004/05). The Main Souvenir Shop in the Medals Corridor accounted 
for 47% of the annual turnover (53% in �004/05). 

183. St Stephen’s Bookstall was only open for seven months in �005/06 because of the 
extended opening of the Westminster Hall shop, and like the main souvenir shop was 
affected by the general election. However the increased concentration of visitors taking 
Members’ tours when the Bookstall was open, as well as the presence of the Visitor 
Assistants in St Stephen’s Hall, meant that the Bookstall saw buoyant trade in the last three 
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months of the year. The �5% growth in turnover in this period helped to offset some of 
the earlier lost business. The Bookstall generated sales of £39,000, which, along with the 
income from Westminster Hall, produced a surplus of over £14,000 for the Speaker’s Art 
Fund. 

184. The shop in Westminster Hall was open for a longer continuous period in �005 to 
support the Gunpowder Plot Exhibition. The exhibition provided an opportunity to develop 
a special range of merchandise, which included both pocket money gifts as well as limited 
edition commemorative prints. The range generated sales of over £�1,000, which accounted 
for 7.5% of the sales in Westminster Hall during the period of the exhibition. 

185. Outside of the period of the Summer Opening the shop traded for 1� weeks, and 
achieved sales of £��0,000, 67% of those sales being of House of Commons merchandise, 
the balance being of House of Lords and Speaker’s Art Fund products. The growth in sales 
in this area has been not just because of the extended opening period, but also because 
this site is now recognised as an ideal location in which visitors, Members and staff can 
shop, especially during the busy three month pre-Christmas trading period, when this outlet 
generated 47% of overall souvenir sales and was the major contributor to the 13% growth 
recorded during this period.

The shop in Westminster Hall sells gift items from both Houses.
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Introduction
186. Human resources is identified as a priority area in the new strategic plan (see 
paragraph 40) as the provision of the high quality services required by the House and 
its Members depends to a large degree on the availability of an appropriately skilled and 
motivated workforce. Over the planning period, the aims are:

To build up and maintain a skilled and motivated workforce, with opportunity for  
 progress and development regardless of level or background; and to recognise and   
 reward achievement.

To realise the benefits of a diverse workforce, in all departments and at all levels. 
In a world where new recruits and existing staff have demanding expectations, to make   

 the House of Commons Service an employer for whom people actively want to work, and  
 enjoy working life, and where good employment practice is the rule.

187. Specific actions and targets for �006/07 include:
A House-wide staff survey is planned for April �006. The results will inform future   

 management actions and provide an indication of staff satisfaction. It is anticipated that   
 this survey will provide a baseline against which progress can be measured.

The House first achieved Investors in People (IiP) status in �003. An application for re-  
 accreditation will be assessed in Summer �006 (see paragraphs �07-�08)

As part of the process of moving to a more corporate approach to human resource   
 management, staff will be encouraged to pursue more cross-departmental careers.   
 Statistics on the numbers and types of such moves will be collated.

Staff retention rates will be benchmarked against public sector comparators.
A strategy for internal communications will be developed (see paragraph 197).
Gender and ethnic profiles for House staff by pay band and role will be established to   

 inform and assess policies to improve diversity.

Pensions, Pay and HR
188. The pension scheme for House staff operates by analogy with the Principal Civil Service 
Pension Scheme (PCSPS), and changes to the PCSPS must therefore be mirrored in the 
House scheme. During the year changes were planned to apply the provisions of the Finance 
Act �004 and the Pensions Act �004 (which took effect on 6 April �006 - ‘A-day’), and also 
to take account of the Civil Partnership Act �004.

189. Much of the day to day administration of the pension scheme is contracted to Capita 
Hartshead. The first issue of regular annual benefit statements was sent to members of the 
scheme during �005/06. From �006/07 the statements will, where requested, incorporate 
information on state pension entitlement. Pensions in payment are handled by Paymaster 
Ltd. During the first quarter of �006 a major challenge for the Pensions Unit was preparation 
for ‘A’ day. 

190. During �005/06 the House employed, on average, 1,563 full-time equivalent (fte) staff. 
Their distribution by department, both before and after the creation of the Parliamentary ICT 
Service on 1 January �006, is shown in the charts below.

•

•
•

•

•
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House staff (fte) by department to December 2005
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191. The multi-year pay deals agreed for most House staff for the first time in �003/04 
continued to apply in �005/06. Separate pay arrangements are in place for senior Commons 
staff based on recommendations of the Senior Salaries Review Board. 

19�. The Board of Management agreed a new human resource strategy which is to be 
implemented over the course of the �006 to �011 and is incorporated into the �006 
Corporate Business Plan. The broad aim of the strategy is to ensure the House’s needs 
are met through the effectiveness of those employed by the House service. To achieve the 
strategy the House will concentrate on four goals: to pursue innovative good practice and 
a more corporate approach, to adapt to changing requirements and achieve a workforce 
of greater diversity. In preparation for implementation of the strategy, the House has 
commissioned a number of internal audit reviews covering management of conduct, 
capability and attendance; use of agency workers; and diversity. The House is also reviewing 
its recruitment procedures. 

193. Recruitment activity was broadly in line with the previous year, with 79 internal only 
exercises and 79 that were advertised externally. The level of recruitment campaigns reflects 
the drop in demand for staff during the election, increased use of external advertising, 
and generic recruitment to meet most of the House’s needs for new support level staff. 
Recruitment activity has been characterised by increased used of selection tools such as tests 
to complement interviews. 

194. Other achievements during the year included negotiation of new pay arrangements 
for evening work, harmonisation of working hours covering most staff and new guidance for 
managers about managing attendance and dealing with conduct issues.

Employee Relations
195. Against a background of emerging changes and modernisation, the Board of 
Management recognises the importance of consulting and informing staff and their 
representatives in helping to shape the future. To this end management and the Trade Union 
Side (TUS) have agreed to work together to explore avenues for extending management/TUS 
relations. A start was made in �005/06, and further discussions are planned for �006/07. A 
joint workshop, facilitated by ACAS, is planned for summer �006.

Internal Communications
196. Departments across the House increased their efforts to improve communication 
with staff in �005/06. In addition to the House-wide Internal Communications Network 
(formerly known as the Internal Communications Forum), two departments created their own 
communications networks. The House-wide Internal Communications Network provides a 
forum for staff with internal communication responsibilities within their department to share 
best practice and experiences. Most of the House’s departments have their own newsletters 
and hold regular communications events, such as conferences. Some departments now 
have more than one member of staff dedicated to internal communication, and the new joint 
Parliamentary ICT Service has employed a professional interim internal communications 
manager.

197. Work has started on the development of a House-wide Internal Communication 
Strategy. A staff survey to be conducted in April �006 will provide  data to provide a basis 
for its development. This survey will provide staff with the opportunity to air their views on 
the House as an employer, communications, staff development and progression, leadership 
and management. The survey will be supplemented with more detailed information obtained 
from face-to-face interviews with senior managers and focus groups with a cross-section of 
staff. The strategy will be drafted by the Internal Communications Network and ratified by the 
Human Resources Group in Autumn �006. 
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198. A new publication was launched to all staff in �005, Worklife. Distributed as an insert 
in the staff magazine, Worklife aims to deliver corporate management messages to staff. It 
was launched primarily to communicate messages about Investors in People. 

199. The theme of the Management Conference in �005 was ‘Working together for Members 
and the Public’. 1�0 managers from across the House service attended, and heard a series of 
short presentations by the members of the House’s Board of Management. This was followed 
by the guest speaker, Lord Kirkwood of Kirkhope (formerly Sir Archy Kirkwood MP), who 
provided a Member’s perspective on the House Administration’s services. Finally, there was 
an extended presentation by a Board member, John Pullinger, the Librarian, on information 
for the public. 63% of respondents said the conference was “very useful”.

Roger Sands, Chief Executive and Clerk of the House, answers questions at the �005 Management Conference.

Learning and Development
�00. The Corporate Plan states that continued delivery of high quality services requires 
skilled and motivated staff and, to achieve this, the Learning & Development Group 
formulated a strategy and action plan, which will also help embed the principles of an 
Investor in People organisation. As part of this action plan, the Corporate Learning & Diversity 
team organised and administered 109 learning events during the year: these included 43 one 
day events and 66 half day events or seminars. In total 1,579 delegate places were allocated 
(these numbers do not include Senior Management Development Programme - see below). 
This year, for the first time, seminars were run for staff at all levels to support equality of 
opportunity in learning.

�01. The first cohort of the Senior Management Development Programme – ‘Managing 
Together’ – began in October �005 with a two day introductory residential event for the 3� 
participants. The programme is a blend of workshops, coaching and action learning groups 
in which real issues of the House Service are addressed. Two further cohorts will begin in 
October �006 and October �007. 
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�0�. The House-wide Learning & Development group participated in the national campaign 
for learning by running a Learning at Work day, which promoted learning at work and lifelong 
learning. The event was attended by over 300 parliamentary staff including the Clerk of the 
House and the Clerk of the Parliaments. A variety of activities were run by training providers, 
ranging from workplace ergonomics to salsa dancing, as well as over 15 information 
booths where staff could find out more about different learning methods, opportunities and 
qualifications (see pictures above and below).
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Diversity 
�03. The Corporate Business Plan states that two main aims in the area of equality and 
diversity are to improve awareness of the benefits of diversity within the House and for House 
staff makeup better to reflect the population of the UK. To establish baselines in these areas, 
the Learning & Diversity team has continued to collect information on ethnicity (for which 
there has been a response rate of 96%) as well as on gender and age. Analysis of these 
figures will inform the Human Resources Group on possible actions to improve representation 
of under-represented groups at more senior levels and therefore manage the corporate risk of 
failing to achieve and benefit from a diverse workforce at all levels. The chart below shows 
the ethnic mix of House staff.

House of Commons staff by ethnicity (as at 1 January 2006)

No data 4.3%

Non declared 2.4%

Other 2.1%

Mixed 0.4%

Black 9.4%

Chinese 0.5%

Asian 5.4%

White 75.6%

House of Commons staff by ethnicity

 

�04. The Board is committed to supporting staff to achieve an acceptable work/life balance, 
and recognises that flexible working opportunities play a large part in that. Availability of 
flexible working can improve the retention of valuable staff and the recruitment of the best 
available staff for the future. To find out how widespread flexible working is at present, a 
subgroup of the Diversity Forum collated departmental information and established that at 
least 130 staff across the House are currently working a non-traditional pattern at their own 
request. A number of different patterns are in use such as compressed hours, job share, nine 
day fortnights as well as the most common, part-time working. 

�05. Mr Speaker’s Young Apprentice Scheme continues to work with the Southwark 
Guarantee Pathfinders Programme and is now in its second year with nine apprentices 
working with four departments. 

�06. The House’s partnership with Toucan, a local organisation which supports adults with 
learning difficulties to get into the workplace, has been extended for a further 18 months.
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Investors in People
�07. House-wide accreditation against the Investors in People (IiP) management standard 
was achieved in �003, and the House of Commons Service is committed to maintaining 
its performance as measured against this yardstick. Formal IiP re-assessment is due in July 
�006. 

�08. The accreditation process, and subsequent informal review, identified areas for further 
work and have led to a variety of initiatives which include: improved induction arrangements; 
the introduction and revision of personal development plans; a greater focus on the 
development of management skills, including a major training programme for senior staff; 
and greater efforts to consult and communicate with all staff on business planning and how 
the work of individuals and teams relates to the overall work of the House. A major survey 
of staff attitudes on many IiP-related issues, among other things, will be concluded by June 
�006.
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�09. The IiP standard is a useful tool for self-assessment of management practice on 
planning, development and continuous improvement. The objectives of the House Service, 
as set out in the corporate and departmental business plans, go well beyond getting and 
keeping the IiP plaque. Maintaining House-wide IiP accreditation will help demonstrate that 
the House Service is reaping the benefits of consistent best practice in staff management and 
development across all areas and will provide evidence of successful steps by the Service 
from a loose confederation of departments towards a more effective corporate culture.

Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare
�10. A range of medical services is provided by the OHSWS, supported by physicians 
supplied under contract by Guy's and St Thomas' Hospital Trust. Together they provide a 
management referral and employee referral service for departments of both Houses relating to 
ill-health symptoms and long and short term sickness absence (see paragraphs 138-139 for 
services specifically for Members). They are further supported by colleagues who specialise 
in the fields of health and safety (see paragraphs ��3-��4), and employee welfare. Other 
support activities are also provided where illness and injury may affect staff while at work, 
including physiotherapy, personal training, health surveillance, health screening, workplace 
inspections, counselling, health promotions and a walk-in minor treatment and advice 
service. OHSWS have also put a good deal of effort into improving access to information 
through use of global e-mails, development of the OHSWS intranet site and provision of 
leaflets and brochures.

�11. Continuing the trend of previous years there has been a steady growth in the use 
of occupational health services. The proactive use of health referrals sets out to achieve 
improvements to the health of individuals and aims to assist in getting sickness absence 
levels down. It is having a positive effect in the two Houses: early occupational health 
intervention helps to prevent symptoms of ill health worsening and stops many short-term 
sickness absences from becoming long-term absences. As a result, long-term absences are 
becoming less frequent. Additionally, rehabilitation programmes are helping to get people 
back to work following illness or an operation.

Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Service:
activity measures (1)
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Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Service:
activity measures (2)
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�1�. The Welfare Service provides confidential information, advice, support and counselling 
services to staff of both Houses in relation to financial, health, bereavement, domestic and 
work related issues. It also supports managers in resolving difficult staffing situations. The 
aim is to help people remain effective at work by helping them to overcome difficulties they 
face, whether work-related or not. The Welfare Service handled 615 cases during the past 
year, of which �77 were new cases: this means that uptake of services is broadly consistent 
with recent years. Just 84 of the cases solely concerned workplace issues. The most common 
problem areas were: domestic issues (168), financial (103), non work-related health (85), 
personal stress (88) and housing (66). Additionally, benchmarking activities (such as a visit 
to BNFL Sellafield and research into workplace stress controls) continue to demonstrate that 
the range and quality of welfare support services are in line with best practice.

�13. Membership of the Westminster Gym, a facility provided under contract to the House of 
Commons, exceeds 800. A wider range of alternative services are now available via the gym, 
for example podiatry and osteopathy.
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Introduction
�14. Providing the physical environment in which Parliament operates and the associated 
office and catering services is a key supporting task, and one that consumes a large 
proportion of overall expenditure.

�15. Accommodation and works is identified as a priority area in the new strategic plan (see 
paragraph 41). Over the planning period, the aim is to maintain sufficient accommodation of 
an appropriate standard for all those who need to work on the House of Commons estate and 
to optimise its use. Specific actions and targets for �006/07 include:

The new Visitor Reception Building will be completed (see paragraph 178).
The Administration Committee will be asked to advise on and agree minimum room and   

 furnishing standards.
Workplace planning standards will be adopted.
A �5-year estate strategy will be developed, supported by a financial plan.

�16. Security is also identified as a priority area in the new strategic plan (see paragraph 
37). The aim is to ensure that security arrangements are appropriate to the assessed and 
the current Alert State. This is in the context of the need to balance the protection of the 
Parliamentary Estate and those working in it with the continuing work of the House in all its 
facets. Specific actions and targets for �006/07 include:

The feasibility of offsite commercial vehicle searching will be investigated.
Completing the implementation of the recommendations of the �004 Security Review.

Security and Maintenance
�17. The task of reconciling a suitably secure environment with preserving democratic 
accessibility to Parliament remains a challenging one. There has been a particular impetus 
to improve visitor reception standards to balance the necessary roles of police and security 
officers. The new Visitor Reception Building should be completed this autumn (see paragraph 
178) and new Visitor Assistants have been recruited to provide a helpful and welcoming 
service (see paragraph 171). 

A permanent security screen was installed in the House of Commons chamber in the summer of �005.

•
•

•
•

•
•
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�18. During the Summer Recess of �005 a permanent security screen was installed in the 
House of Commons Chamber to replace the temporary screen that had been installed during 
the Easter �004 recess. The screen was designed to be of a suspended type, minimising 
the intervention to the public’s view of the Chamber floor. The permanent screen design 
was undertaken in close consultation with English Heritage to sit sympathetically within the 
Chamber area.

�19. The ceiling area where the screen penetrates was dismantled and the features that 
required alteration were reconstructed to form a seal around the new screen. The ceiling parts 
removed are stored for any future reinstatement. A new ventilation system was installed in 
the Public Gallery to ensure that the comfort conditions for both the Public Gallery and the 
Chamber could be controlled independently.

��0. No serious security incidents affected the House of Commons in �005/06, which indicates 
that the response to date has been effective. There is nonetheless an ongoing programme 
to implement the remaining recommendations of the Security Review by adopting technical 
innovations and improved use of resources.

��1. The final phase of the PN (Parliamentary Network) installation was carried out 
during the summer recess, equipping the Palace with modern fire detection, data and 
communication facilities. The works for this final phase took place in the Clerk of the 
House area of the Palace of Westminster. Due to the invasive nature of the works, the 
opportunity was taken to repair or replace other services that required attention. As a result 
of this, offices on the Clerk of the House floor that were affected by the works have now 
been provided with heating and cooling via a four-pipe fan coil system. These substantial 
works were carried out on a �4 hours a day, 7 days a week basis, in order to complete the 
installation before the end of the recess period.
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���. The Great Clock, Big Ben to the world, needs care and attention from expert staff and 
occasional time out for routine maintenance. In October �005 PWSD clock engineers along 
with specialist inspection engineers examined the clock, and the Whitechapel Bell Foundry 
replaced the rubber hammer buffers on the hour bell and on three of the four quarter bells.
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Health and Safety
��3. Health and safety practitioners provide advice, support and guidance to the 
Departments, Offices and Health and Safety Committees of both Houses, on all relevant 
aspects of the law and good working practices. The five-year health and safety risk 
management strategy introduced in �000 has seen accidents causing injury reduce from 
�94 in �000/01 to 151 in �005/06. The severity of accidents has also reduced and far 
fewer accidents are now considered serious and/or result in lost time from work. A number 
of initiatives are taking place to target those hazards causing most accidents and ill health 
(i.e. slips/trips, manual handling and working with computers) to help further improve overall 
health and safety standards. There are now up to 180 trained first aiders, with approximately 
80 also trained to use the ten defibrillators on the estate. 

Accidents causing injury
on the parliamentary estate
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��4. A new five year health and safety risk management plan is being prepared to take 
Parliament to the next performance level. Health and safety training continues to be 
important with 36 health and safety related courses run during the year, attracting �66 
attendees. Induction training has also been extended to include Members’ staff and the staff 
of many of the external organisations working on the estate. A new booklet on health and 
safety management has been published in partnership with the Institute of Safety and Health 
specifically to assist MPs.

Fire Safety
��5. A programme of Fire Safety Training has been available throughout the year, offering 
information and advice to staff of the House Service, Members and their staff. Attendance 
from staff of the House Service has run at close to 100%, but the take up from Members and 
their staff has not been as comprehensive as hoped. The Fire Safety Officer and the Serjeant 
at Arms are keen to gain more active participation from Members.

��6. Appropriate fire practices and exercises have been held during �005/06 including a 
joint evacuation of both Houses of Parliament. The Palace of Westminster will always be 
a vulnerable site, but an ongoing programme seeks to upgrade fire safety arrangements 
throughout the Parliamentary Estate.
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Catering Services
��7. The House of Commons Refreshment Department provides catering and retail 
services for Members of Parliament, staff and visitors to the Parliamentary Estate. Retail 
and merchandising activities are reported elsewhere in this report (see paragraphs 181-
185). The Department operates a wide range of catering services located in the Palace of 
Westminster, Portcullis House, 1 Parliament Street and 7 Millbank serving snacks and meals 
to over 8,000 people a day at peak times. Facilities include the Members’ Tea Room, four 
self-service restaurants, four table-service restaurants, three cafés/coffee bars (including the 
Jubilee Café, open to all visitors to Parliament), five bars and numerous hospitality rooms for 
private functions. The Refreshment Department also operates the catering facilities provided 
for press and media representatives based in the House. The House of Lords has its own 
Refreshment Department but Members and staff of the Lords are able to use many of the 
catering services provided in the House of Commons. Given this wide customer base it is 
impossible to know how many people are on the Parliamentary Estate at any given time, 
meaning that one of the continuing greatest difficulties faced by the Refreshment Department 
is predicting the number of customers who will use its services on any given day.

Refreshment Department: total annual covers
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��8. The Jubilee Café was closed for the last 3 months of the trading year, because of the 
closure of Westminster Hall, but in the 9 months that it was open it achieved sales of over 
£104,000, and has established itself as a popular destination for visitors to have a drink or 
light meal. Greater awareness within both Houses of the facility has also helped to improve 
sales.

��9. The general election which took place in �005 had a significant impact on the 
Refreshment Department’s overall results. The annual operating cost was approximately 
£11.4m in �005/06 compared with £10.3m in �001/0�, the year of the previous election. 
The net cost or ‘subsidy’, after deducting receipts from customers, was £4.8m (4�.6%) 
against £5.7m (55.6%) in �001/0�, a cash reduction of approximately 15% or £854,000. 
This reduction has been achieved by increases in income (receipts from customers) and 
controlling operating costs, in particular those relating to food and beverage.

�30. In �005/06 trading income totalled £6.5m, which, while less than budgeted by 
£�35,000 was over £1.9m higher than for the same period in �001/0�. This income growth 
over the last five years is largely attributable to a healthy banqueting business. 
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�31. The Refreshment Department is committed to the continuous development of its 
employees and investing in the training of staff at all level. It is a registered awarding centre 
for National Vocations Qualifications, and also operates a chef apprenticeship scheme. In 
October �005, the Department was reassessed against the British Hospitality Association’s 
Certificate of Best Employment Practice, gaining the maximum 5 stars, and Commitment to 
Good Recruitment Practice. An ongoing programme of customer service training for staff at all 
levels has been launched, which aims to keep staff up to date with developing best practice 
and encourage staff to welcome feedback from customers.

�3�. The Refreshment Department is continuously focusing on ways to improve staff 
performance and make financial savings. A key area is staff absenteeism. Over the past three 
years the Department has reduced its absenteeism from 5,493 to 3,�46 days, a reduction 
of 41% (a notional saving of around £170,000). The total days absence per employee per 
year has fallen from 16.8 days in �00�/03 to 11.1 days in �005/06. This is higher than 
the average of 9.1 days per employee per year for government departments. Our target is to 
further reduce this figure by a minimum of half a day per employee per year over the next 
three years.

�33. �005/06 also saw the publication of a report on Refreshment Department Services�0 
by the Administration Committee. Within its recommendations, the Committee acknowledged 
the changing needs and preferences of Members and other customers that the Department 
would need to reflect in the services it provided. The Committee also recognised the 
constraints faced by the Department which would not normally be encountered by 
commercial organisations. The Commission responded to the Committee’s report in �006.�1

�0HC733, �005-06
�1HC1146, �005-06
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�34. Looking forward, the Refreshment Department is committed to ensuring that the food 
it provides is not only good value for money, but includes a ‘healthy option’. Providing food 
of nutritional value throughout all cafeterias and restaurants is an on-going objective of the 
Department. It needs to focus on its customers’ interests and reflect developments in the 
external market. Issues such as food provenance, food miles, food intolerances, specific 
dietary needs on religious grounds, ethical trading, recycling, etc are areas in which the 
Department is developing more formal policies. 

Introduction
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�35. Planning and management is identified as a priority area in the new strategic plan (see 
paragraph 4�) as there is recognition of an increasing requirement to be able to demonstrate 
that resources are being managed in an efficient and cost-effective way. Over the planning 
period, the aims are:

To plan and manage the House’s services to a high standard.
To achieve value for money and be able to demonstrate that resources are being    

 managed in an efficient and cost-effective way.
To be able to comply consistently with legal and financial requirements.
To match public service standards in areas such as risk and change management and   

 environmental protection.

�36. These aims will be achieved in part by improving the under-pinning quality of 
management disciplines and information. The House Administrative Information System 
(see paragraph �81) will be providing an increasing range of higher quality data to support 
HR, finance and procurement functions. Greater emphasis is also being given to developing 
management skills: general (see paragraph �01), financial and project management.  
Specific actions and targets for �006/07 include:

Resource budgeting undertaken at departmental level for the first time.
Conducting a substantial programme of internal audits and value for money studies and   

 acting on the recommendations (see paragraphs �43-�46).
Meeting targets for energy use and recycling (see paragraph 46).

 
Resource Accounting and Budgeting
�37. The House Service implemented resource accounting during �00�/03 and will 
introduce delegated resource budgeting in �006/07.

�38. A number of initiatives were undertaken during �005/06 to support the planned 
introduction of delegated resource budgets. These included the review and updating of 
existing guidance on financial controls and other corporate governance requirements, which 
culminated in the preparation of the Resource Framework – a detailed statement of financial 
governance arrangements and clear financial delegations. Work also began on the roll out of 
a new financial training programme for all staff who either manage finances or are involved 
in key decision making. Training modules successfully delivered during �005/06 covered the 
launch of the Resource Framework and managing resource budgets. 

Project Management
�39. In February �006, the House of Commons hosted an event on managing successful 
projects, with a keynote speech from the Programme Director of the Payment Modernisation 
Programme at the Department for Work and Pensions. Delegates were drawn from across 
the public sector in addition to staff from both Houses, with internal and external feedback 
showing how useful it was for sharing good practice in project management.

Risk Management
�40. In December �000 a formalised structure for corporate risk management, which follows 
best practice as recommended by HM Treasury, was introduced. Since then the Board of 
Management has continued to promote and implement a systematic risk management 
structure across the House Service. Part of this process is regular review of its high-level 
corporate risks to ensure that any new corporate strategies and objectives are taken account 
of.

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
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�41. In �005/06 the Board assessed the extent to which management of each of the main 
corporate risks had been embedded within departmental business plans. The appraisal 
involved the analysis of current departmental business plans to establish whether the 
corporate risks had been included and addressed, and an assessment of whether mitigations 
were in place for each of the risks and were being actively and effectively managed. In 
addition the Clerk of the House has required each Head of Department to provide written 
assurance that operational risks in their department are properly identified and controlled. 
This process of assurance will contribute to the �006 statement of internal control.

�4�. In �006/07 the Board will again review the selection of the high level corporate risks to 
allow a reassessment to be made in light of current corporate strategies. The Board will also 
continue to strengthen the links between corporate and departmental risk registers to ensure 
that departmental risk management is fully consistent with the corporate approach. The 
Business Planning Group will assist the Board in monitoring progress.

Internal Review Service
�43. The Internal Review Service (IRS) provides internal audit and staff review services. Its 
principal role is to provide the Clerk of the House, as Accounting Officer, with an assurance 
concerning the adequacy of internal controls. Its other role is to assist in ensuring that the 
House makes effective, efficient and economic use of its human resources.

The staff of the Internal Review Service support the work of the Clerk of the House as Accounting Officer.

�44. During �005/06 IRS delivered ten audit reports relating to the Administration Estimate 
and four audit reports relating to the Members Estimate from its risk based internal audit 
programme, underpinning the statement of assurance on internal controls. It also devised 
a programme to improve the delivery of its services and enhance the professionalism of the 
team; this included standardising documentation, developing protocols on working methods 
and introducing automated audit software. 
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�45. IRS has continued to work with its internal audit partner Pricewaterhouse Coopers 
(PwC). PwC provides access to a broad range of expertise previously not available to the 
in-house team. During the year a number of audits have been conducted jointly with PwC 
resulting in a sharing of knowledge which has benefited both parties.

�46. IRS continued to provide staff review services, assessing the appropriate pay band for 
posts in pay bands A and below at the request of Departmental Establishments Officers. 
A programme of reviews of senior posts, including the Registrar of Members’ Interests, the 
Director of PWSD and the Speaker’s Secretary, was completed.

Procurement 
�47. The Central Procurement Office (CPO) is responsible for drafting and disseminating 
House-wide procurement policies, initiatives and best practice advice. The CPO works closely 
with procurement professionals in other departments and in the House of Lords; it now also 
works in partnership with a Procurement Practitioners Group (PPG), established as one 
outcome of the HAIS � programme.

�48. Initially launched in March �005, the PPG has representation from every department 
of the House and meets monthly. Its purpose is to promote best practice in procurement, 
ensuring a more consistent approach across departments to purchasing that is aligned with 
corporate strategy; the PPG is also working to implement procedural changes and deliver 
the savings that are expected as part of the implementation of HAIS � (see paragraphs �81-
�83). 

�49. Corporate procurement initiatives include work on four framework agreements. A 
recruitment services framework, launched in April �005, through which IRS have reported 
transactions worth £1.5m (down from £�.�5m in the year before it was launched); 
a framework for training services, to be launched in early �006/07, to be followed by 
agreements for consultancy services and ad hoc print and design work. The frameworks are 
open to the House of Lords and are expected to have an aggregate annual spend in excess of 
£6m.

�50. During �005/06 the CPO was involved in 61 procurement exercises worth more than 
£56m; 54% of the exercises came above the public procurement regulations threshold of 
£93,000. Reported savings on completed contracts was 8.66%.

�51. An audit of contract-letting by PwC, the House’s internal audit partner, in early �006 
found significant room for improvement and co-ordination between the House’s various 
procurement practitioners. As a result a single, standard, set of practices will be developed in 
�006/07.
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A major heritage project to stabilise the floor of Westminster Hall began in January �006.

Introduction
�5�. The UK Parliament has a long history and consequently an extensive heritage, both 
cultural and physical. The physical heritage includes buildings, furniture, works of art 
and documents. We have a responsibility to the nation to maintain this physical heritage 
beyond the degree necessary for our immediate business need. In particular, the Palace 
of Westminster needs to be maintained in accordance with its status as a Grade 1 listed 
building, which adds considerably to the complexity and cost of the works programme. In 
recognition of this task an additional £5m has been included in the Administration Estimate 
for �006/07 to commence a programme of major infrastructure repairs. In the next few 
years, major work will be required to repair the Palace’s cast iron roofs and to up-date and 
streamline ageing mechanical and electrical services.

�53. Older documents need to be conserved, but access to key items should be quick 
and easy for both parliamentary and non-parliamentary users. A strategy for digitising 
Parliament’s historic documents is being developed and a major project to digitise Hansard 
from 1803 is underway (see paragraph �61). The Parliamentary Archives provide an archive 
service on behalf of both Houses, including storage of original Acts of Parliament since 1497 
(see below).
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Works of Art
�54. There are around 7,500 items in the art collections of both Houses. The House 
of Commons collection includes portraits and sculptures of Prime Ministers and other 
prominent figures, views of Parliament, and political caricatures. Much of the collection is 
displayed in the areas of the House most frequently visited by members of the public such 
as Committee Corridor and locations on the visitor tour route. The Curator and his staff are 
responsible for compiling catalogue information on the collections, conservation programmes, 
the presentation and preservation of works of art, and offering advice on acquisitions. The 
Curator and his staff work closely with The Speaker’s Advisory Committee on Works of Art 
which considers policy on the future of the collection and advises the Speaker on matters 
relating to works of art. Expenditure on the acquisition of new works of art that is funded 
from the Administration Estimate is delegated to the Committee. 

�55. Over the last year, the Committee commissioned Marcus May to paint an aerial view 
of Chequers, the official residence of Prime Ministers since 19�1, which now hangs in the 
Strangers’ Dining Room; work has begun on a companion painting of Chevening. David 
Godbold was commissioned to cover the General Election campaign, creating eighteen 
individual drawings for the Collection, which now hang in Portcullis House.

�56. Other significant acquisitions included a bronze portrait bust of Tony Benn by Ian 
Walters, portrait sketches by John Gilroy of Clement Attlee and Harold Wilson, a drawing of 
Anthony Eden by Frank Salisbury, and a highly detailed miniature of William Pitt the Younger 
by Henry Edridge. Two works of art were acquired on loan, a portrait of Sir Winston Churchill 
by Sir John Lavery (from the Dublin City Art Gallery) and a portrait of Harold Wilson by 
Ruskin Spear (Government Art Collection).

�57. For the contemporary collection, two paintings of the Palace of Westminster were 
purchased from Richard Colson, and Vincent Keter’s painting “History is now and England”, 
a painting of the Commons Library, was gratefully accepted from the artist as a gift. 
Significant additions for Portcullis House included a large format etching entitled “Print for 
a politician” by Grayson Perry, winner of the �003 Turner Prize, and a portrait of Rt. Hon. 
Robin Cook, painted in the last months of his life, by Fionna Carlisle. Both pictures hang as 
part of the contemporary collection on the first floor of Portcullis House, which is accessible 
to the public. 

�58. The Committee, with support from the Speaker’s Art Fund, also acquired what is 
believed to be the only surviving rug designed by Augustus Pugin for the Victorian Palace of 
Westminster of the 1840s and 1850s. Once it has been conserved, it will be displayed in an 
area of the building accessible to the public.
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�59. The Committee agreed an acquisition policy which was endorsed by the House of 
Commons Commission. A strategy paper on photography was also discussed and agreed, 
with photographs being commissioned of a small group of parliamentarians.

�60. As a new initiative, selected contemporary works of art from the collection were loaned 
to the Channel 4 Political Awards Ceremony. The works featured as a backdrop and were 
showcased in the television coverage of the event.

Digitisation
�61. Work has commenced on the digitisation of Hansard back to 1803. It is hoped that 
searchable text and images of the original pages can be made available on the internet as 
and when they become available. The project is being co-ordinated with other digitisation 
initiatives, including those relating to the Private Acts and future plans of the Parliamentary 
Archives and with work in this area led by the History of Parliament. Consideration is being 
given as to how historical parliamentary material, whether digitised by Parliament, the 
History of Parliament, or other bodies, can best be presented on-line in the long-term. The 
History of Parliament has commissioned research on this issue which the Trustees expect 
to discuss later in �006; it will also be necessary to develop plans in conjunction with the 
radical redesign of the Parliament website. 

History of Parliament Trust
�6�. The History of Parliament is a major academic project to create a scholarly reference 
work describing the Members, constituencies and activities of the Parliament of England and 
the United Kingdom. The published History covers �81 years of parliamentary history in 
�8 volumes. Work on the sections of the History dealing with the Commons from 14�� to 
1504, 1604 to 1660 and 18�0 to 183� and the Lords from 1660 to 183� is on-going. The 
project is governed by a Trust, chaired by Sir Patrick Cormack FSA MP, and composed mainly 
of Members and staff of both Houses. It employs around 30 staff and in �005/06 received 
grant-in-aid of £1.�m from the Administration Estimate and almost £0.3m from the House 
of Lords Estimate.

�63. The History’s aims and objectives are contained in its annual plan, which is published 
on its website (www.histparl.ac.uk) and reviewed by the Commission (most recently in March 
�006). The plan indicates the projected publication dates of each of the sections under 
preparation. The Commons 1604-�9 and 18�0-3� sections are expected to be published 
towards the end of the decade and the Trustees are currently considering what new sections 
should be commenced in their place. It has been agreed in principle that the project should 
be carried forward beyond 183� and back before 1386 and that it would be desirable to 
undertake more work on the House of Lords. Methodological issues associated with any new 
work, particularly on the period after 183�, are also being considered.

�64. The annual plan also sets out how the History intends to engage with its existing 
audiences (in particular, Parliament, academics and family historians) and to build new 
audiences for its work, especially within schools and colleges. The History collaborated 
with the Parliamentary Archives and the Parliamentary Education Unit in staging the recent 
Gunpowder Plot exhibition in Westminster Hall and publishing the exhibition website. The 
History’s annual prize competition was based on the Gunpowder Plot and attracted over 
1,000 entries from school students across the country. The History continues to work with 
the Institute of Historical Research at the University of London on building a digital library 
of historical resources, including the early journals of the two Houses (www.british-history.
ac.uk); is continuing to promote discussion of the digitisation of a wide range of historical 
parliamentary sources; and is examining options for creating a website providing access to 
such sources in a consistent, searchable format.
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Introduction
�65. Information management and Information & Communications Technology (ICT) is 
identified as a priority area in the new strategic plan (see paragraph 39). Parliament is an 
information-rich environment, and this information - whether in paper or electronic form 
- needs to be well managed if it is to be both accurate and accessible. The aim for the 
planning period is to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of Parliament through excellent 
management and use of information. 

A unified Parliamentary ICT function, known as PICT, was launched on 1 January �006.

�66. The launch of Parliamentary ICT Service in January �006 (see paragraphs �7-31) 
was accompanied by changes to the way in which ICT work in Parliament is planned 
and overseen. A new Joint Business Systems Board, with membership drawn from the 
management boards of the two Houses, is responsible for ensuring that the business plans 
of both Houses are reflected in, and supported by, a viable and affordable ICT strategy. This 
Board will receive quarterly reports on the progress of major projects and on levels and 
standards of service.

�67. Specific actions and targets for �006/07 include:
The ICT strategy will be reviewed and up-dated (see below)
Completion of the Web Centre Project (see paragraphs �76-�78)
A pilot electronic and document and records management (EDRM) project will begin.

•
•
•
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PICT Strategy
�68. Inevitably PICT’s plans for its first year of operation include a large element of 
consolidation (including a transition project to integrate staff involved in applications’ support 
into the new organisation), but they are also intended to include some “quick wins” for all 
categories of user and the adoption of a “grand plan” to incorporate new initiatives into a 
comprehensive programme to enhance information management. 

�69. PICT aims to deliver a highly available, secure and efficient ICT service that meets the 
needs of Members, their staff, departments and offices of Parliament and staff of the House 
service. PICT will benchmark its services against external comparators.  An immediate focus 
of PICT’s work will be the improvement of front line services, starting with the helpdesk 
(in future called the service desk) and field engineers, then moving on to a review of user 
training. Alongside this, arrangements will be reviewed for the support of the specialist 
applications which underpin functions across the two Houses.

�70. Parliamentary business is supported by a wide range of separate applications, which, 
while not fully integrated, are dependent upon one other. This lack of integration can lead to 
risks, particularly in areas where complex systems are supported by a very few experts and 
where there is a strictly time-critical nature to the work. In �006/07 PICT hopes to agree and 
begin the implementation of an integrated information management strategy for Parliament, 
under the strategic direction of the JBSB and the management boards of both Houses.

Parliamentary Archives
�71. The Parliamentary Archives is responsible for developing and implementing records 
management policy and practices for both Houses of Parliament. The Houses have adopted 
a common policy on records management and are committed to ensuring that improvements 
are sustained, that achievements are built upon and that each House continues to derive 
business benefits in terms of better access to information, compliance with the Data 
Protection Act and Freedom of Information Act and enhanced departmental effectiveness. 

�7�. Work has continued on the development of the Authorised Records Disposal Practice. 
This provides guidance to staff on when records can be disposed of either by destruction 
after a stated time or transfer to the Parliamentary Archives for permanent preservation. 
During �005/06 a further nine volumes were approved by the Clerks of both Houses on the 
recommendation of the Parliamentary Records Disposal Panel and the final six volumes were 
drafted and circulated to staff for comment.
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�73. Portcullis, the online catalogue of the Parliamentary Archives, continues to be 
expanded. It receives ten times more visits each day than the Archives search room is able 
to accommodate, providing the opportunity for users to identify and order copies of records 
without ever having to visit Westminster. Two-thirds of the users of Portcullis are from 
overseas. At the e-Government National Awards �005 Portcullis was shortlisted as a finalist 
in the category “e-Government excellence – other public sector body which has delivered 
e-services which succeed for the target audiences”. Portcullis is available online at www.
portcullis.parliament.uk.

Data Protection
�74. As Data Controller, the Clerk of the House has a duty to ensure that the House 
of Commons Service treats personal information lawfully and correctly. To this end he 
fully endorses and adheres to the principles of data protection, as described in the Data 
Protection Act 1998. One aspect of this commitment is the annual updating of an entry on 
the Information Commissioner’s public register of Data Controllers describing the extent of 
personal information held by the House of Commons and the use to which it is put.�� 

�75. In order to ensure that there is someone with specific responsibility for data protection 
in the House of Commons Service, the Data Controller has appointed a Data Protection 
Officer;  each Department of the House of Commons has nominated a Data Protection 
Representative. The Data Protection Officer ensures that the House of Commons complies 
with the requirements of the Data Protection Act and provides advice to Members and staff 
of the House about the application of the Act’s rights and obligations. During the year staff of 
the House administered 1� requests for access to personal data. The Data Protection Officer 
was asked to provide advice on data protection matters on approximately 75 occasions. In 
particular, the data protection principles must be considered when decisions are taken as to 
whether to release personal data to people who have requested information about individuals 
which is held by the House. In these cases, the right to information under the Freedom of 
Information Act and the right to privacy under the Data Protection Act have to be balanced.

Web Centre Project
�76. Over the last decade the House of Lords and each Department of the House of 
Commons have developed individual web pages and sub-sections of the Intranet without 
following common standards and design guidelines. As a result, there was no search engine 
covering the whole site; navigation between different parts of the site was difficult, and some 
information sources remained accessible only to local users. The Web Centre Project was 
initiated in the summer of �003 to address these issues. Having made some short-term 
improvements to the organisation of existing content by introducing new high-level pages 
and creating a group of staff to manage both the intranet and Parliament website (the ‘Web 
Centre’), the project has concentrated on implementing a technical solution that will enable 
the future development of a corporate intranet for Parliament.

�77. The first elements of the new intranet were launched on �8 February �006. This 
provided a more resilient technical infrastructure, a new content management system, a new 
set of high-level pages and a search engine that, for the first time, covers all the material on 
the intranet, from Library research papers to restaurant menus.

�78. During the first part of �006/07 information on the existing intranets will be transferred 
to the new content management system, improving the consistency of both presentation and 
navigation. Thereafter an Internet Strategy Board consisting of officials from both Houses will 
oversee future development.

�� http://www.ico.gov.uk/eventual.aspx?id=319
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PIMS
�79. The Parliamentary Information Management Services (PIMS) system provides a new 
content management system for managing parliamentary information in electronic and 
printed formats and gives users access to it through a portal with powerful search and 
retrieval features. PIMS enables greater access to full text than its predecessor, POLIS, which 
was designed to hold just bibliographic information. The main PIMS applications went live 
in April �005. There were significant problems when the service was launched. These have 
been progressively overcome during the year. A second tranche of PIMS functionality has now 
been implemented, offering improvements to the searching and retrieval of information and 
results displays.

�80. The PIMS project was formally closed at the end of March �006. Work is now in 
hand to exploit the synergies between PIMS and other major information projects across the 
House, in particular the Web Development Project and proposals for an electronic document 
and records management system (EDRMS). 
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HAIS
�81. The second phase of the House Administrative Information System programme, 
“HAIS �”, progressed well during �005/06, keeping largely on time and within budget. The 
programme aims to improve the way human resource, finance and procurement services are 
conducted across the House of Commons, by clarifying responsibilities and processes and by 
putting in place a single administrative information system. 

�8�. Benefits are already being realised: responsibilities and processes are now clearly 
defined, with greater consistency, reduced duplication and greater confidence in the quality 
of administrative data already becoming evident. The most recent external Gateway review of 
the programme, conducted at the end of March �006, resulted in a “green” rating, judging it 
still “on target to succeed”.  The programme continues until the middle of �007, with work 
in the coming year focusing on improvements in procurement and purchasing, along with 
continued development of HR and finance processes. 

�83. By improving process efficiency and by giving direct access to better quality of 
administrative information, the HAIS programme directly contributes to the House of 
Commons objectives of planning and managing resources to a high standard (supporting task 
3) and ensuring that information is well managed (supporting task 5). The first tranche of 
running cost savings from the programme will be realised in �006/07, with further savings in 
�007/08.
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Introduction
�84. If Parliament as a whole is to function effectively, the two Houses need to work well 
together, while maintaining their distinct roles. A number of services have been provided 
on a shared-service basis for some years including Parliamentary Estates and Works, the 
Parliamentary Education Unit, the Central Tours Office and the Parliamentary Archives. This 
form of joint-working entered a new phase with the creation of the Parliamentary ICT Service 
(PICT) on 1 January �006 (see paragraphs �7-31).

�85. The House Service shares experience and best practice with other parliaments and 
assemblies, both in the UK and abroad, through bilateral visits and membership of inter-
parliamentary organisations. There are also other organisations that play a role in promoting 
the work of Parliament, such as the Hansard Society (see paragraph �93) and the History of 
Parliament (see paragraphs �6�-�64), with which we actively co-operate.

Official Visitors
�86. During �005/06 the House welcomed official visitors from some 50 countries, 
including 1� Speakers. In addition to organising the programmes of many of the official 
visitors and contributing to other programmes, the Overseas Office arranged short 
professional development attachments for �3 clerks and officials from other parliaments. 

Clerks from Canada, Bermuda and Japan attending an informal seminar with Westminster colleagues.

�87. The Overseas Office assisted the UK Branch of the Commonwealth Parliamentary 
Association (CPA) with its regular Westminster seminar, the annual UK visit, and the January 
�006 seminar on “Restoring Faith in the Political Process: tackling corruption; upholding 
human rights; the role of the media”. All of these events were attended by delegates from 
many Commonwealth parliaments. The Overseas Office also contributed to several of the 
programmes organised by the British Group of the Inter-Parliamentary Union, and supported 
the Africa Parliamentary Seminar held at the British Museum in October �005, which was 
hosted jointly by the UK Branch of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association and the 
British Group of the Inter-Parliamentary Union, with assistance from the British Council and 
the Association of European Parliamentarians for Africa (AWEPA).
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�88. The Overseas Office, together with the Speaker’s Office, made the arrangements for the 
G8 Speakers’ Conference in Glasgow in September �005 and began work with the House of 
Lords Overseas Office on arranging the Commonwealth Speakers’ Conference in London in 
January �008.

�89. The Clerk of the Overseas Office is secretary to the Society of Clerks-at-the-Table in 
Commonwealth Parliaments. The Society met in Fiji in September �005 under the aegis of 
the CPA annual conference.

Library external links
�90. Library staff participate actively in the Section on Library and Research Services for 
Parliaments of the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA), and staff of the 
House attended the Oslo conference in August �005. 

�91. During the �005 dissolution a ‘Quality Seminar’ was held at Westminster, involving 
many of the Library’s research staff together with staff from the Scottish Parliament and 
National Assembly for Wales. A number of the practical issues highlighted at the seminar are 
now being taken forward by the Director of Research and the Library Quality Group. 

�9�. The Library also works with the Inter-Parliamentary Information Services Forum (IPISF) 
which promotes coordination between the information and research services at Westminster 
and their devolved equivalents. During the year, the Library answered 1�0 specialised 
enquiries via the network facilitated by the European Centre for Parliamentary Research and 
Documentation (ECPRD), and a number of other enquiries received directly from parliaments 
in other countries.

Hansard Society
�93. The House partly funds some projects run by the Hansard Society. During the year, 
this funding has contributed to the conclusion of one project and a new, annual programme 
of projects. The programme for �005/06 comprised support for a teacher’s ‘tool-kit’ 
about Parliament; workshops for hard-to-reach young people; support for the ‘Heads-Up’ 
online forum for young people; research into parliamentary outreach and feedback on the 
Parliament website from young people.
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Sittings of the House �001/0� �00�/03 �003/04 �004/05 �005/06

Number of sitting days 143 15� 155 151 137

Average length of sitting days 6hr 38min 7hr 51min 7hr 54min 7hr 57min 8hr 13min

Westminster Hall sitting days
(a) figures revised

81(a) 95(a) 10� 100 86

Average length of Westminster Hall sitting days 3hr 37min 4hr 0min 3hr 59min 4hr 4min 4hr 6min

Hansard
Total pages of daily parts published
Average pages published per sitting day

�0,058
140

�4,118
159

�5,538
165

�5,178
167

�4,666
160

Columns per significant error (target=13)
Average daily print run

13.8
�,387

14.3
�,13�

14.4
�,085

14.0
1,836

16.0
1,987

Daily vote bundle
Average number of pages �55 �71 �70 �68 �97

Printing and Publishing
Total expenditure (£m) 9.74 10.90 1�.00 11.50 9.�

Questions, answers and motions

Average number of questions dealt with by the Table 
Office per day

460 463 47� 456 596

Number of Members who have used e-tabling facility 45(b) 10� 153 300

Percentage of questions e-tabled 5.8%(b) 14.9% �0.9% �9.6%
(b) e-tabling introduced on 1 Jan �003: precentage of questions tabled is for period from 1 Jan to 31 March �003

Total number of written answers published 4�,088 51,978 50,03� 49,56� 61,477

EDMs: average number tabled per week 41 5� 63 60 76

EDMs: average number of signatures per week �,167 �,673 3,055 3,090 4,���

Legislation

Government bills 34 35 31 44 49

Private Members’ bills 76 105 113 95 87

Private bills 9 5 4 6 5

Standing committee meetings 
(c) including �8 meetings of the Select Committee on the Crossrail Bill

35� 477 399 4�1 371(c)

Total number of new amendments, new clauses and 
new schedules tabled

5,809 8,84� 8,509 7,668 5,438

Average per sitting day 40.6 58.� 54.9 48.8 39.7

Hansard (Standing Committees)

Total number of pages of debates published 6,501 9,036 7,8�6 7,�36 6,059

Columns per significant error (target=13) - - �6.0 17.0 37.0

Statutory instruments

Considered by Joint or Select Committee on Statutory 
Instruments 

1,94� 1,519 1,555(d) 1,467 1,66�

Special attention of House drawn to 106(d) 75(d) 85(d) 74 100
(d) figures revised

Providing advice and services to the House and its committees

Annex 1: data tables
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Legislation (continued)

Regulatory reform

Proposals and draft orders reported on
(e) including deregulation proposals and draft orders

16(e) 18 10 18 4

European Scrutiny Committee

EU Documents scrutinised
(f) data from PIMS database of EU documents received in Financial Year

989(f) 9�5(f) 1008(f) 898 883

Reported as legally or politically important n/a n/a n/a 431 437

Debates in European Standing Committee 18 30 3� 38 3�

Debates on the floor of the House 1 � 4 � 1

Joint Committee on Human Rights

Bills considered 73 1�6 100 88 99

Special attention of the House drawn to 7 �6 36 40 43

Select Committees

Meetings 666 1,037 1,31� 1,�86 758

Reports (departmental committees only) 130 �01 �3� 190 147

Information services

Research enquiries

With deadline
   answered by deadline

6,116
97%

6,669
98%

6,670
98%

6,39�(g)

-(h)

6,��8
96%

Without deadline
   answered within two weeks

4,735
87%

4,896
90%

4,591
94%

4,586(g)

-(h)

5,484
98%

Unlogged enquiries (estimated) 15,700 17,300 15,500 18,100 -(h)

(g) slight under-recording in December �004 due to the transition from POLIS to PIMS
(h) Not available on a comparable basis to previous years due to transition from POLIS to PIMS

Reference enquiries

Members’ Library 30,360 30,�00 30,400 �4,300(i) -(j)

Derby Gate and e-library ��,808 �3,588(i) 19,307 16,539 -(j)
(i) data partially estimated
(j) Not available on a comparable basis to previous years due to transition from POLIS to PIMS

Book and video loans

Total 3,186 3,487 3,514 3,�77 3,077

From stock 84% 83% 81% 77% 81%

Tapes and transcripts acquired �80 305 �90 �60 �01

Items supplied by requested date 89% 88% 88% 89% 90%

Research papers and standard notes

Number of research papers published 96 96 91 94 8�

Standard notes on intranet at year end 788 1,368 1,816 �,173 �,7�0

Research papers on major bills published before sec-
ond reading

97% 97% 100% 97% 100%
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Information services (continued)

On-line material accessed

Research papers (internet and intranet) 
(k) Total excludes figures for Nov and Dec �005, which are unavailable

4�0,000 670,000 730,000 887,000 1,051,000
(k)

Standard notes (intranet)
(l) Not available on a comparable basis to previous years due to transition 
from POLIS to PIMS

�7,000 58,000 100,000 1�1,000 -(l)

Factsheets (intranet and internet) 
(m) Figures revised 
(n) Total excludes figures for Dec �005, which are unavailable

�40,000 3�3,000
(m)

309,000
(m)

�80,000 310,000 
(n)

Debate packs (intranet) - - 4,000 3,000 4,000

POLIS/PIMS

Items added 1�4,939 14�,46� 14�,8�1 136,881 199,70�

Availability during scheduled hours 99.9% 99.4% 100% 99.8% 96.5%

Parliamentary Network �001/0� �00�/03 �003/04 �004/05 �005/06

Infrastructure availability (working hours) 99.7% 99.�% 99.9% 99.3% 99.93%

PCD/PICT helpdesk: cases logged
   Percentage resolved within target

-
-

-
-

-
-

3�,041
97.6%

35,415
96.3%

Members’ staff

Number of Members’ staff on the payroll at end of 
financial year

�,179 �,�80 �,446 �,584 �,577

Providing advice and services to individual Members and their staff
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Promoting public knowledge and understanding of the work and role of Parliament
Information Office �001/0� �00�/03 �003/04 �004/05 �005/06

Telephone enquiries 7�,�9� 69,�69 59,373 53,�45 46,181

email and written enquiries 9,010 6,43� 5,347 4,8�� 5,953

Total enquiries 83,008 75,700 64,7�0 58,067 5�,134

Calls answered within �0 seconds 71% 84% 86% 88% 88%

Visitor numbers

Visitors to Chamber galleries
Percentage entering via public queue

106,703
78.3%

130,�06
78.9%

136,156
78.7%

1�6,781
88.�%

100,�97
81%

Members’ tours 9�,563 100,�67 105,5�9 113,815 108,089

Summer Opening 86,148 8�,679 86,806 93,314 79,170

Education Unit

Publications sent out 106,�45 130,�57 80,351 96,1�8 78,617

Parliamentary broadcasting

Archived videotape recordings of proceedings - �,155 1,8�8 �,078 1,�53

Completed orders for recordings - 70� 718 780 814

Website

Requests (million) 7.0 14.6 �4.5 �9.4 3�.5
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Support Services
Internal communications �001/0� �00�/03 �003/04 �004/05 �005/06

Intranet ‘requests’ (million) 0.8 3.4 6.8 5.1 5.4

Staff payroll

Full-time equivalent House staff (average over year) 1,430 1,477 1,517 1,554 1,553

Data changes made to staff payroll 40,890 30,343 30,134 �9,�00 �9,1�6

Recruitment

Recruitment exercises
   Internal
   Internal/External or External only
(o) simultaneous internal/external recruitment introduced in �004/05

154
94

175
69

169
97

67
46 (o)

79 
79

Total �48 �44 �66 113 158

Occupational health, safety and welfare

Treatments provided by nursing sister 1,�68 1,77� 1,679 �,�13 1,938

Medical screenings (Members) 98 89 1�6 101 83

Staff referrals to physician 156 1�1 374 45� 369

Referrals to physiotherapy 76 309 308 �88 334

Sickness absence referral 70 14� 475 470 �56

Accidents causing injury 189 158 143 1�5 151

Catering

Total covers (thousands) 1,050 1,119 1,501 1,454 1,345

Environmental performance

Energy use per square metre (kWh) (whole 
parliamentary estate) 

331 343 357 3�0 348

Waste recovered (%) - 100 100 100 100

Waste recycled (%) - 39 �7 �9 37
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Administration Costs Estimate 2005/06
Unaudited
Outturn

Variance 2004/05
Audited
Outturn

Notes

Income (8,�64) (8,7�9)

Staff costs 61,004 55,760 (a)

Operating leases 7,636 6,988 (b)

Accommodation services �3,717 �5,668

Security 19,917 18,110

Information 11.389 1�,887 (c)

Communications 6,984 7,18� (d)

Specialist support 4,457 4,078

Travel and subsistence �,754 3,478

Miscellaneous supplies �,777 3,343

Office supplies 1,490 �,669

Computer maintenance 3,90� �,537 (e)

Other staff costs �,144 �,135 (f)

Broadcasting 109 95

Sub-total 140,016 136,�01

Cost of capital charges �9,807 3�,896

Auditors’ rumuneration and expenses 110 130

Depreciation and amortisation of fixed assets 15,9�9 13,90�

Profit/(loss) on disposal of fixed assets �� (19)

Loss/(gain) on revaluation of fixed assets 5,5�0 3,345

Legal claims and early retirement costs 1�9,31� 1,831 (g)

Unwinding of discount on provisions 48 4

Loss/(gain) on stock revaluation 0 (1)

Sub-total 3�7,798 3�0,764 7,034 188,�89 (h)

Programme Costs

Grants 1,�0� 1,�0� 0 1,�00

Income transfered to Commission Reserve 0 608 (608) 39�

Total resource outturn 329,000 322,574 6,426 189,881

Annex �: financial information
House of Commons: Administration Accounts 2004/05

Notes
(a) Includes wages and salaries, social security and pension costs    
(b) Majority of costs relate to buildings rental     
(c) Mainly printing and publications    
(d) Telecoms, van and courier services    
(e) Includes investment in PIMS and HAIS systems    
(f) Staff related items such as training, recruitment and child care costs    
(g) Includes a one-off technical accounting adjustment to recognise future pension liabilities     
(h) Underspend reflects in part savings arising from the �005 General Election    
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House of Commons: 2005/06 resource expenditure
The total House of Commons resource expenditure for �005/06 for both the Administration 
and Members Estimates is shown below. The adoption of a new accounting standard, 
FRS17, required a one-off technical adjustment for future pension liabilities. This added 
around £116m to the resource expenditure shown against the Administration Estimate.  
Expenditure against the Members Estimate was higher on account of the �005 General 
Election. These figures have not been audited. There may be further movement on the 
Members outturn as claims against allowances can be submitted for up to two months after 
the year end. 

Further details will be available in the resource accounts for both the Administration and 
Members Estimates when published. The Commission is not responsible for the Members 
Estimate.

2005/06 Resource Outturn

£322.6 
million 
(68%)

£155.3 
million 
(32%)

Members
Administration 

House of Commons: 2006/07 resource estimate
The corresponding figures for �006/07are shown below. These represent the main Estimates 
laid at the outset of the financial year rather than the expenditure forecast. Further details 
can be found in the Supply Estimates �006/07: House of Commons Administration (HC 
1037) and Central Government Supply Estimates �006/07: Main Supply Estimates (HC 
1035) both published in May �006.

2006/07 Resource Estimate

£227.8 
million 
(61%)

£147.0 
million 
(39%) Members 

Administration
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Department of the Clerk of the House
361 staff

*denotes service shared with the House of Lords
Office of the Clerk not part of the departmental structure

staff numbers = in post, 31 March 2006

Clerk of the House
(also Chief Executive
of the House Service)

1 staff

Parliamentary 
Commissioner for 

Standards
5 staff 

Office of the Clerk
9 staff

Clerk Assistant Clerk of Committees Clerk of Legislation

Vote
Office
43 staff

Overseas
Office
8 staff

Table
Office
26 staff

Journal
Office
8 staff

Legal Services
Office
7 staff

Private & 
 Public Bill 

Office
11 staff 

Delegated
Legislation

Office
27 staff

Ways &
Means Office

2 staff

Committee
Office

187 staff 

Broadcasting
Unit

5 staff

Departmental 
Services  

Office
8 staff 

POST
9 staff

*
*

Annex 3
Departmental Organograms

Annex 3: departmental organograms
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Department of Finance and Administration
151 staff

staff numbers = in post, 31 March 2006

Director of Finance
 & Administration 

Director's Office
6 staff

Director of
Operations

61 staff

Director of
Human Resource

Management
30 staff

Director of
Business

Managment
18 staff

Director of
Internal Review

Services
6 staff

Director of 
Financial

Management
24 staff
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Department of the Library
191.5 staff

*denotes service shared with the House of Lords
staff numbers = in post, 31 March 2006

Librarian
2  staff

Director of
Research Services

75 staff

Director of
Service Delivery 
& Development

(including House 
of Commons

Information Office &
Parliamentary

Education Unit*)
45 staff

Director of
Information

Services
49.9 staff

Director of
Resources
14.6 staff
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Department of the Official Report
100 staff

staff numbers = in post, 31 March 2006

Editor
 2 staff

Deputy Editor 
(House) Deputy Editor

(Committees)

Managing
Editor

(Written Content)
8 staff

Managing
Editor

(Production & 
IT Liaison)
1 staff, 3 

TSO secondees

Managing
Editors (House)

(4 posts)
21 staff

Managing
Editor

(Westminster Hall)

Managing
Editor

(Standing 
Committees)

22 staff

Managing
Editor
(Select

Committees)
21 staff

Head of 
Administration

8 staff

Health and
Safety

Manager
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Parliamentary ICT Service
158 staff

staff numbers = in post, 31 March 2006

Director of PICT

Director's Office
 5 staff

Director of
Operations

74 staff

Director of
Development

59 staff

Director of 
Resources

16 staff
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Refreshment Department
293 staff

staff numbers = in post, 31 March 2006
denotes responsibility as head of profession

Director of 
Catering Services

Director's Office 
 2 staff 

Executive Chef
 85 staff

Operations
Manager

Outbuildings

Kitchens
39 staff

Front of House/
support
45 staff

Retail Manager
(including souvenir 

kiosks)
3 staff

Human Resources
& Development

Manager
3 staff

Operations Manager
Palace of Westminster

91 staff

Business
Development

Manger
19 staff
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Department of the Serjeant at Arms
389.5 staff

*denotes service shared with the House of Lords
services provided under contract

staff numbers = in post, 31 March 2006

Serjeant at Arms

Director of
Estates (PED)

 16 staff

Director of Works
Services (PWSD)

142 staff

Operations
Directorate

(including office
and accomodation

services, visitor assistants
 & chambers

and committees) 
201.5 staff

Deputy Serjeant
at Arms

Head of Finance
 17 staff

HR Unit
 6 staff

Executive Officer
1 staff

Head of Security Other security 
agencies

* *
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Administration Estimate Audit Committee
Annual Report for �005/06
Introduction
1. This is the sixth annual report of the House of Commons Administration Estimate Audit 
Committee, which was established by the House of Commons Commission on 15 May 
�000. 

Membership
�. The general election was held on 5 May �005. At the Commission’s first meeting 
after the election, on �0 June, it appointed Chris Grayling MP to serve as Chairman of 
the Committee, and Nick Harvey MP as a member of the Committee. They joined the two 
existing external members, Sir Thomas Legg KCB QC and Mr David Taylor FCA.

3. The Clerk of the House, the Director of Finance and Administration, the Director of the 
Internal Review Service and the Secretary of the Board of Management attend meetings, 
although they may withdraw for specific items at the Committee’s, or their own, request. 

4. Theresa May replaced Chris Grayling as Chairman of the Audit Committee following 
her nomination as a member of the Commission by the Leader of the Opposition, and her 
appointment as Chairman of the Audit Committee by the Commission at its meeting on �3 
January �006.

5. Mr David Taylor was reappointed to the Committee by the Commission for a further three 
years in June �005. Sir Thomas Legg’s appointment was extended by a further three years in 
January �006.

6. The Committee’s secretary is the Private Secretary to the Clerk of the House. At the 
beginning of the year this was Mark Egan; in October �005 he was replaced by Tracey 
Garratty.
 
Terms of Reference
7. The Committee’s terms of reference are annexed to this report.

Meetings
8. The Committee met four times in the financial year �005/06. It also held an informal 
joint meeting with the House of Lords Audit Committee.

Information about the Committee
9. The Committee has a page on the Parliament website on which are published its 
membership, terms of reference and annual reports. Minutes of meetings from January �005 
are also now published on-line.

Internal audit
10. The Committee routinely receives an oral report at its meetings from the Director of the 
Internal Review Service (IRS) on the work of his unit, supplemented by a paper showing 
progress against the annual work programme and the balance between core audit and other 
work undertaken by IRS. At the Committee’s request the progress report now includes the 
date that an audit has been released to management for a response. The Committee will 
consider each audit no later than three months after this date. 
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11. Following a review of the work required from the House’s internal audit function, and 
options for the provision of internal audit, PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) were appointed 
in October �004 to work with IRS to enhance the House’s internal audit capacity. The 
Committee has kept this arrangement under review in �005/06, and discussed a report from 
the Director of IRS concerning the relationship with PwC at its January meeting.

1�.  At its July �005 meeting the Committee considered a paper from the Director of IRS 
following up previous IRS recommendations. The Committee was pleased to note that most 
IRS recommendations were being implemented. The Committee will consider a similar paper 
in the coming year.

13. The House’s internal audit charter, setting out the purpose, role, responsibility, status 
and authority of internal auditing within the House of Commons, and outlining the scope of 
internal audit work, is reviewed annually by the Committee. The Committee is satisfied that 
the scope and nature of the work of IRS, now supported by its partnership with PwC, and in 
parallel with the NAO as the external auditors, adequately underpins the assessment of the 
Accounting Officer on the system of internal control.

14. The IRS work programme for �006/07 was drawn up in accordance with the risk-based 
internal audit strategy approved by the Committee at its March �006 meeting.

External audit
15.  National Audit Office (NAO) staff routinely attend meetings of the Committee and receive 
all of its papers and minutes, although the Committee continues to meet from time to time 
without auditors present. 

16. The external members of the Committee met with NAO and Department of Finance 
and Administration staff on 15 September �005 to discuss the draft House of Commons: 
Administration Accounts for �004/05, following which the accounts were discussed by the 
full Committee prior to being signed off by the Clerk of the House, as Accounting Officer. 
Amongst the issues raised by the Committee were the impact of a fluctuating property market 
on the value of the House’s assets; project management of estates work; pensions valuation; 
and the House’s use of the Government Actuary’s Department.

17. The Committee also received an audit completion memorandum for �004/05 and an 
audit strategy memorandum for �005/06 from the National Audit Office. It agreed that the 
House should seek to bring forward the date by which the �005/06 accounts are signed 
off to July �006, to fulfil the Treasury’s aim to have all public sector resource accounts 
completed by July.

House of Lords Audit Committee
18. The Committee continues to share agendas and minutes with the House of Lords Audit 
Committee. The two Committees held an informal joint meeting on 16 November �005 to 
discuss working practices. The Committee has agreed in principle to seek a further joint 
meeting, to discuss areas of mutual interest such as expenditure on security and works, in 
the coming year.

Other areas of work
19. Risk management was again one of the Committee’s main areas of interest. A report from 
IRS on the House’s corporate risk management process, and a management response, were 
discussed in October �005. The report had identified evidence of good risk management at a 
corporate level, but business risk management had not been so consistently implemented at 
operational level. The Committee agreed that the Chairman should write to the Commission to 
draw their attention to the findings of the report.
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�0. The National Audit Office provided to the Committee a report on the construction of 
the covered walkway in Star Chamber Court. The report concluded that the significant 
construction costs reflected the desire for a high quality construction and the need to comply 
with Grade One Listed Building and World Heritage, and that reasonable value for money had 
been achieved. However it suggested that consideration should be given to ensuring that the 
relevant body of Members is given an opportunity to consider fully the cost and benefits of 
the final design solution against the original outline proposal. The report was discussed at the 
Committee’s March meeting, and the Chairman forwarded its contents to the Commission for 
their consideration. 

�1. IRS audit reports are usually considered first by the external members of the Committee, 
who may choose to bring matters to the attention of the full Committee. Four reports, 
relating to health and safety, the lump sum payment process, the Refreshment Department 
income collection process and management of suspense accounts, were considered in this 
way in �005/06, with the fundamental conclusions of the latter two being circulated to the 
Committee as a whole. One IRS report, on Members’ stationery and postage, was discussed 
by the Members Estimate Audit Committee but is recorded as an Administration Estimate 
audit as the expenditure falls on the Administration Estimate. Seven audits, concerning 
financial matters, risk, consultancy services and project management were considered by the 
Committee as a whole. The Committee also considered a value for money study relating to 
cleaning services.

��. The Committees external members held a meeting with the members of IRS on � 
February �006. They discussed a range of topics including the role of the external members, 
the Audit Committees’ relationship with IRS and the partnership between IRS and PwC. The 
external members also met with PwC The Chairman of the Committee, accompanied by the 
Secretary, visited IRS on 13 March and met the Director and his staff.

�3. Papers on the operation of the House’s Central Procurement Office were circulated to the 
Committee.

Members Estimate Audit Committee
�4. A Members Estimate Audit Committee was established by the House’s Members Estimate 
Committee on 14 June �004. It has the same membership as the Administration Estimate 
Audit Committee (AEAC) and usually meets immediately after meetings of the AEAC. The 
annual report of the Members Estimate Audit Committee will be published with the House of 
Commons: Members Accounts �005/06 in the autumn. 

Annex
The Committee’s current terms of reference are shown below:

On behalf of the Commission, to:
have general oversight of the work of internal audit and review, with particular emphasis 

on promoting economy, efficiency and effectiveness, on value-for-money studies, and on risk 
assessment and control assurance;
receive and consider reports from the Internal Review Service (IRS), together with management 

letters and other external audit material;
monitor and review the external auditor’s independence, objectivity and effectiveness, and to 

make recommendations to the Commission about the external auditor’s appointment; and
advise the Accounting Officer in the exercise of his responsibilities;
consider and recommend to the Accounting Officer the internal review programme;
encourage best financial practice, use of resources and governance in the House 

administration;
report annually, the report to be published with the Commission’s Annual Report.

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
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Procurement           40, 45, 78, 80

Project management               78

Public, connecting Parliament with the

      3, 50, 51

Public Administration Committee             30

Questions, parliamentary      4, 7, �6, �8-30, 39, 95

Recruitment           6�, 65, 80, 99

Recycling   3, �0, ��-�3, 78, 99

Refreshment Department        9, 18, �1, �3, 57-58,       
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Select Committees    34-35, 96

Serjeant at Arms Department 

    11, 18, 44, 5�, 108

Sitting days         �7, 95

Staff, House    3, 6, 10, 1�, 60-6� 

 Diversity               65

 Learning and development        63-64

Staff, Members’         47, 73

Strategic planning          14-17

Summer opening          55-56

Table Office            �6, �8-30, 95

Tours, visitor               55

Travel Office            46-47

Visitor facilities              3, 55-58, 74

Visitor reception building          56, 70 

Vote Bundle          39, 95

Vote Bundle project               30

Vote Office    �6, 39-40

Web Centre          86, 88

Webcasting           4, 53

Welfare service          67-68

Westminster Hall, chamber   �7-�8, 95

Works of Art          83-84

Works programme          8, 9, 70-71, 8�
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